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Paducah Teachers
Go Back To School
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Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, February 26, 1970

Fire Initiated Into
Kappa Delta Pi, MSU
Five students from Murray
have been initiated into the Delta Omega chapter of Kappa Delta Pi honorary academic fraternity at Murray State University.
They are:
—Sarah Kay Peebles, junior
elementary education major
of 804 College Court.
Cray Ann Phillips, junior
elementary education major of
1109 College Court.
—Janet Ratliff, senior English major of Route One Murray.
—Mary Russell Shaw, senior
home economics major of 408
College Court.
—Sharon Venable, daughter
of J. M. Venable of Route One
Murray. Sharon is a senior majoring in elementary education.

Special School
For Police
Is Next Month

Business Frat To
Work For Easter
Seal Campaign
Approximately 40 members
of the Alpha Kappa Psi professional business fraternity at Murray State University will be at
work in the city of Murray Saturday and Sunday, February 28
and March 1, helping to raise
funds for the annual Easter
Seal campaign, according to M.
0. Wrather, Calloway County
chairman for the drive.
Roadblock will be established at all malbr intersections in
the city between the hours of
10 a.m. and 2 p.m. each day,
and house-to-house contributions will be solicited.
David Cross, a senior majoring in management from Bethesda, Md., is president of the
group.
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Helping mentally retarded and disturbed youngsters at the Department
of Mental Health's Diagnostic and
Evaluation Center, Frankfort, calls for
more than the tools of science. Other
keys are cheerful, bright surroundings
and the warm enthusiasm of concerned
volunteer teenagers.
The girls pictured here belong to
Good Shepherd High School's Teens
Who Care club, one of 20 local organizations in the state with 1,500 members. They visit the center as often
as possible to work with its young
patients.
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Pistol Pete Can Make Or
Break The 33rd Annual NIT

Doral Eastern
Tee Off Today

11111WV
t wa11epartnirror
young

Pro Scouts Look Toward
Gold Mine In New York

MIAMI (UPI) - Returning
champ Tom Shaw could learn
NEW YORK (UPI)-Pete
Garden," Maravich said, "the
today the truth of the adage By United Press International pin the loss on the Wolfpack.
Maravich can make or break people in New York really
"uneasy lies the head that
Forward Rich Katherman
the 33rd National Invitation appreciate basketball and I
Pro basketball scouts know paced the Blue Devils with 22
wears a crown" when he and
Tournament.
think we can really put a show
mine in points, including a first-half
a
gold
143 other golfers tee off in the there's
The floppy-haired sharpshoo- on for them."
northwestern New York state spurt that moved Duke into a
$150,000
Doral
Eastern.
ter
from
Louisiana State
Marquette was an automatic
Shaw will be trying to do because a couple of nuggets 40-27 intermission lead.
University, the leading scorer NIT choice because it rejected
A rose by any other name... what no golfer has ever done in named Bob Lanier and Cal
in college basketball history, is an NCAAA bid on Tuesday.
Louisville, in a good position
The Washington Caps, who the eight-year history of the Murphy keep shining
the only "name" player guaran- Marquette was disturbed beThat gold put fourth-ranked for an NCA A or National
won the American Basketball Doral Eastern- win it twice in
teed
to
sell tickets and cause it was asked to switch
Association title last season as succession. Billy Casper and St. Bonaventure and Niagara in Invitation Tournament bid as
television exposure for the NIT from the Mideast to the Midwest
this year.
Regional in the NCAA, Mar- By United Press International only lobbed the ball during the Oakland Oaks, could be the Doug Sanders have won it the NCAA Basketball Tour- the Missouri Valley Conference
nament and there are some champion or runner-up, routed
The NIT Selection Committee quette, a loser in the NIT finals
workout with the Pittsburgh first team in pro basketball to twice, but never back-to-back.
The garrulous Shaw, 27, of who believe one of these Georgetown (KO, 107-85, with
Wednesday named four of the In 1967 to Southern Illinois, Carl Yastrzemski, the Boston Pirates but wasn't discouraged. win back-to-back championships
16 teams- I2U, St John's, could be the NIT favorite.
Red Sox' $125,000-a-year slug- "I don't do any throwing during from opposite ends of the Golf, Ill., said Wednesday he schools can strike it rich in the the help of Mike Grosso's
career high 33 points. Jim Reid
would rather take the $30,000 championships.
Marquette and Georgia TechSt. John's will be trying to ger, wants to prove this year the winter and am going 10 United States.
Lanier, St. Bonnies' 6-11 led the losers with 22 points.
for this year's tournament, but give Lou Carnesecca the same that he's no .255 hitter.
train just like I used to and And the odds aren't too much top money at the Doral Country
against them. Not with Rick Club than win the Masters or center, scored 23 points WedLSU and Maravich are the kind of farewell it gave Joe
Yastrzemski's .255 average in hope for the best," he said.
Ohio University, the Mid..
nesday ,night in leading his
Lapchick in 1965. The Redmen 1969 was the lowest of his ninemain attraction.
Billy Farmer, a 23-year-old Barry fully recovered from the U.S. Open.
The tourney opens on March won the tourney in Lapchick's season major league career and rookie pitcher, quit the Chicago injuries and back on target. Favored to wrest the title team to a 91-68 victory over American Conference leader,
13, but LSU is sure to be saved last game before retiring. This he made it plain in the Red White Sox' camp because of a Barry scored six points in less from Shaw are Tommy Aaron- Canisius. The victory raised the positioned guard Kenny Kowall
has won only one tourney Bonnie record for the season to at forward in the second half
for a national television contest will be Carnesecca's farewell to Sox'
Haven, Fla., lime arm.
Winter
pitchers Bill than 20 seconds Wednesday who
and he responded with a game
on Saturday afternoon in its St. John's before he joins the training camp Wednesday that Singer and Don Sutton, catchers night as the Caps tripped New in the last 10 years, but has 20-1.
ss
Murphy, the mighty mite of total of 28 points as the Bobcats ,
opening game. If Maravich New York Nets. St. John's has he intends to do something Tom Haller and Jeff Torborg Orleans, 113-107, and moved been consistent this year - and
college basketball at 5-10, ripped Loyola of Chicago, 93-70.
could propel the Tigers(17-8) to appeared in the NIT 18 times about it.
and outfielder Len Gabrielson Into third place, ahead of the the ubiquitous Arnold Palmer.
netted 24 points, four less than
In other games, North Texas
the semifinals or finals, the and has won it four times. Both
"My goal this year is to remained unsigned and unheard Bucs, in the Western Division. Shaw also will be playing
teammate Mike Samuel, as State downed St. Louis, 86-82,
against
1970
tournament
four
George
Barry
and
Carter
marks
NIT will be guaranteed a lot of
are records.
combine power and average," from in the Los Angeles
each tallied 23 points for the winners: Dale Douglass (Phoe- Niagara stopped Syracuse, 91- as Crest Whitaker scored 27
excitement. Without him, the Georgia Tech will be playing said Yastrzemski, "I showed in Dodgers' camp.
nix); Pete Brown (San Diego); 83, and boosted its record to 20- points; Southern Illinois went
NIT could lose a lot of luster in the NIT for the first time 1967 that I can do that,"
Outfielder ROD Swoboda, who Caps.
• :I•
The Denver Rockets main- Bert Yancey (Crosby), and 4, the Purple Eagles' best mark on a 17-1 surge en route to
since tenth-ranked Marquette and made its only other post.
The other big news in the batted .235 for the world
in 14 years. Bob McDaniel led beating Indiana State, 90-81; •40/0_
(19-3) is the only team in the season basketball appearance in Red Sox' camp was the signing champion New York Mets last tained a half-game lead over Bruce Devlin(Hope Classic).
-Syracuse with 24 points.
Jerry Zielinski scored 31 points
top ten likely to be in the NIT 1960 when it played in the of shortstop Rico Petrocelli for season, is apparently $10,000 second-place Dallas in the West Jack Nicklaus had been in the
Charlie Scott's farewell home in leading Northern Illinois to
NCAA.
this.season.
an estimated $55,000. Second apart in his negotiations with by downing Carolina, 120-110, on event, - but he dropped out
because of the death last game for 16th-ranked North an 88-73 win over DePaul;
While Maravich may be good
baseman Mike Andrews is now General Manager Bob Schef- Spencer Haywood's 31 points;
• AI
Carolina was enough impetus Duquesne rolled past Xavier,
Eng. Swoboda is asking $50,000. Dallas won its eighth straight Thursday of his father. Caspar
for the NIT, it!s also true the
the Red Sox' only holdout.
is out because of allergy for the former Olympic Star as 105-63, with the help of Jarrett
NIT
could
Hank Aaron reported to the. .Joe Niekro, who was 8-18 for with a 147-142 decision over Los
be good for
problems, Gary Player is still he scored 28 points to muffle Durham's
25 points; Will
Maravich. The SU senior has CROZIER REPLACED
Atlanta Braves' West Palm the San Diego Padres List Angeles as Cincy Powell netted
in
South Africa and Lee Virginia Tech, 98-70. Scott is Robinson's 26 points paced
and
Ed
Tart
Levern
points;
32
never hail a chance to showcase
VANCOUVER, B.C. (UPI)- Beach, Fla., camp and hit a season, apparently is the No. 1
averaging 29.6 points a game. West Virginia to an 8348
his talents in New York with all The Vancover Canucks hockey ball out of the park on the third can/Mote to replace Deany Johnson each tallied 24 points Trevino has to appear in court
Neighboring Duke squeezed triumph over Maryland, and
on a law suit he filed against
the resulting, exposure to be team Wednesday fired Joe pitch thrown him. He hadn't McLain as the Detroit Tigers' In New York's 117-114 triumph
past 11th-rated North Carolina Rhode Island surprised Protop right-hander. McLain was over Kentucky, and guards Don,sports consultants.
national media. One or two 60- Crozier as coach and general swung a bat all winter.
Freeman and George Lehmann Miami Whipped pittsburo 124. State, 71-69, but it took a torrid vidence, 81-74, on John Fultz's
point, record-breaking perfor- manager. Norman "Bud" Pone .pitcher Bob Humphreys, whose 24-9 last season.
•
'
58 per cent shooting average to 26 points.
combined for 60 points as 115.
mances at Madison Square was named to succeed him. The 20-10 eyesight is the best on the
Garden might boost his price in Canucks
move tip to the Washington Senators' squad,
the bidding war between the National Hockey League next said he tries harder because
Manager Ted Williams calls the
NBA and the ABA.
season.
"dumb and nonpitchers
"I've always dreamed of
-st4
athletes."
playing in Madison Square
On other fronts: First baseTHE PRINCE RETIRES
man Lee May, who hit 38
ut
ARCADIA,
Calif. (UPI)- homers last season, signed with
At
$42,000.
Cincinnati
for
the
Reds
Majestic Prince, winner of two
Mincher
Frank
.Don
and
legs of the 1969 Triple Crown of
.6AS
racing, has been retired to stud Fernandez signed with the
A
because of leg problems, it was ()Wand Athletics but Reggie
• la
announced Wednesday. Johnny Jackson, a 47-homer hitter in
38
Longden, trainer of the colt 1969, and the club remained far
apart.
that won nine of 10 lifetime
Richle Allen, Lou Brock and
starts including the Kentucky
Derby and Preakness, said the Steve Carlton all key players
By GARY KALE
horse would be shipped to were missing • from the St.
Louis Cardinals' workout. .
LTI Sports Writer
Kentucky on Saturday.
.Gene Alley, who hasn't thrown
well since mid-season in 1968,
The halcyon days of playing
on three Boston Celtic championship teams may be oyes for
DOil
Nelson, but the navor
lingers. The Hub City star
scored a career high of 40
points Wednesday night in
leading Boston to a 147-124
victory', over the San Diego
me see both sides clearer."
Rockets.
By MILTON RICHMAN
Robinson, in his 10th season
Boston, 41,2 games away from
UPI Sports Writer
with the Reds, was antithe fourth and final playoff spot
establishment. Now that he has
In the Eastern Division set a
MIA MI(UPI)- Frank Robina closer relationship with the
league record by scoring 54 son thought back
to his first Oriole's front office than he
points in the final quarter. The contract.
ever did with the Reds, plus the
feat erased previous highs of 52
"It was $400 a month," he fact he handled players himself
for a single period held jointly said. "I thought
it vras a great in Puerto Rico, Robinson sees
by Boston and Baltimore.
contract."
the other side of the coin.
The Celts needed all the help
The one he signed with the
they could muster in countering Baltimore Orioles
Wednesday
"No doubt, there should be a
the 46 points scored by Elvin wasn't bad either.
That one will greater general understanding
Hayes. Trailing by four points pay him
$120,000 this year.
between players and manageentering
the last quarter,
Robinson, who signed in time men‘" he says. "All
ballplayBoston tied the score at 108-all to join Baltimore's
outfielders ers have their own estimation
and then went on an 18-4 spurt and infielders
in their opening about what they're worth, but
to put the game on ice.
workout, said he was happy, by the same token the owners
Milwaukee closed to within and so did the Orioles'
brass. can't keep giving out money
six games of first-place New
"He has given us four years endlessly. When
you're a
York in the East by defeating of fine service
in the face of ballplayer and you get into a
Baltimore
115-113; Chicago some physical
handicaps," said certain bracket you have to
whipped Sian Francisco, 112-104; Harry Dalton,
the Orioles' vice take into consideration that
Philadelphia humbled Detroit, president and
director of player raises aren't going to be large.
122-105, and Seattle upset personnel.
You can't expect to jump from
Atlanta, 120-112, in other NBA
The signing was announced say, $15,000-$20,000 to$150,000games.
Wednesday, after which Robin- $160,000 in one year."
Baltimore, losing Kevii son
suited up and began his
In this day and age some
Loughrey in the second period 18th year in
pro ball.
players double their salaries in
with cracked ribs-Sten he was
When the workout was over, one year. It has taken Robinson
lit by Lew Alcindor's knee, he talked about how some
of five years to do it since he was
played with seven men in the his views had
changed since with the Reds. He's not
second half against Migrauicee. coming to the
Orioles from the complaining though.
But the Bucks showed a bit Cincinnati Reds
bur seasons
more power as Alcindor netted ago. He conceded, what
with
27 points, Jon McGlocklin his four years in Baltimore
and
scored 24 and Flynn Robinson his two winters of managing
tallied 22. It was three quick the Santurce club in the Puerto SHULA HIRES TWO
baskets in the fourth quarter by Rican League, that he
has
MIAMI (UPI).- Don Shula,
substitute Len Chappell, howev- come to feel differently about
coach of the Miami
er, that stopped the Baltimore baseball's so-called establish- new
Dolphins
of
the
National
- ALL attack. Earl Monroe paced the ntent.
Football League, hired two
Bullets with 27 points.
Hart, Schaffner IL Marx and
"When I came over here former assistants on WednesA 12-3 surge midway in the from Cincinnati, I had an open
Style-Mart Clothes and Sults
fourth quarter clinched Chica- mind," Robinson said. "I've day. Joining Shula in Miami
Sport Coats - Slacks
go's win over San Francisco. had a good relationship with will be Bill Arnsparger and
Alligator All Weather Coats
Reserve Shaler Halimon scored this ball club, and it has helped Howard Schnellenberger•
eight of the Bulls' last 12 points
Arrow - Puritan Sweaters
to help push the Warriors
Nationally Known
deeper into sixth place in the
Sport and Dress Shirts
West. Bob Love of Chicago
topped all scorers with 32
Resistol Hats
points, while Jerry Lucas led
Beau Brummel Ties
San Francisco with 20.
Paris Belts
Philadelphia, which hasn't
lost to a visiting Detroit team
since 1965, kept the whammy
alive on Hal Greer's 29 points.
The Pistons couldn't score from
the field for the first 7:29 of
play as the 76ers ran off a 23-4
,lead. Dave Bing's 32 points
were the highlight of the
Detroit effort.
Field goals by Barry Clemens
and Dick Snyder and Bob
Rule's two foul shots with less
'HAIRESY- FOR HARRELSON' Cleveland Indiana outfielder
than four minutes to play
Ken Harrelson admires 17i hls enforced NOKIA at training
pushed Seattle past Atlanta.
camp in Tuemon. Ariz. When'he got there lOte'ict right,,nianTHURSDAY & FRIDAY S500.00 IN GIFT CERTIFICATES
Rule finished with 27 points.
ager Alvin Dark maid the hair had to go or there wiadd be
Atlanta, led by Lou Hudson's 32
QJ V ENZI.Q LIU T 50...CUSIDMERS BEVAIEEW
&Jill: (kn...
--points, dropped its lead-over
- 0},L4
OW-.LiOtti.tit,lavutitx‘1,-boi,-spiii,-44441-44-V**
,
-14444--I A.k4,AND12NOON
seeend-pisre Los Angeles in the
" a "one thoorciral dollar tone
West to 2': games.
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Retroreflector Material Soon To Be One Homemakers Plan
Of Prescriptions Written By Doctor
State Meeting At
By PATRICIA McCORMACK materials making use of the Lexington In March

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen .
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Miss Patsy Shelton
't Hos
tess For Tau
Phi Lambda Meet

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947 a

retroflection principle have
Thursday, Febroory 116
Time is at hand for over 2,been developed. The retroflen
Miss Patsy Shelton we. hos.
The Magazine Club will hold
NEW YORK (UPI).- Doctors
000 homemakers up and down its annual luncheon at the Con
tess for the meeting of the Tau
of the land one day soon will tor returns light directly back
the state to redpencil March
Phi Lambda Sorority, MSU
write a prescription that goes to its source no matter what 19-20 on.. their calendars and onial House Smorgasbord a t
chapter, Woodmen of the
angle.
One p.m.
striking
the
like this:
•
•
yearly
•
their
plans
for
World, held on Wednesday,
One
study
showed that make
"Two yards of reitroreflector
their
Leaving
Lexington.
trek to
The Wranglers Riding Club
ebruary 18, at six o'clock in
material, one-half inch wide. drivers with blood alcohol families to shift for themselves
at the Calloway Coen
Die evening.
Get the sew-on or iron-on levels between 0.06 per cent for a few days, these women, will meet
ty court house at seven pm.
Opening the meeting with
variety and place a strip and 0.10 per cent saw a members of homemakers clubs
The skating party has bees
the
sorority songs was Miss Jan
time
to
dummy
in
rellectorised
around both jackets of patient's
cities and rural communities postponed until March 9.
Cooper of Murray. Miss Brenstop at 70 miles per hour 100 in
sleeves.
•••
throughout Kentucky, will be
da Rich of Clay presided dur
"Place strips dovra front and per cent of the time. If the attending the annual meeting
The Elm Grove Baptist
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Gue ing the business session. Miss
dummy material were white,
back of jacket."
Extension
Kentucky
the
of
Church WMS will have a miss1808 Miller Avenue, Murray Emilia Cheney, HardyvWe, callSuch a prescription, for the the driver could stop 100 per Homemakers Association.
ion study at the home of Mrs.
are
the parents of a baby girl, ed the roll and read the minif
going
30
time
only
of
the
cent
jackets of offspring, from
Drawing than to the Univer- Earl Lee at ten am. The Manly
Elisabeth, weighing Ines. The treasurer's report
Heather
miles
an
hour.
toddler to adolescent, probably
sity of Kentucky campus for on the Northeast will be Mew
.seven pounds twelve ounces, was given by Marsha Brooks,
to
20
speeds
feil
stopping
The
would help to reduce the
the conference, jointly sponsor- dames Robert Weston, Walton'
born on Friday, February 8, at Earlington.
number of Americans killed miles an hour if the dummy ed by the Cooperative Extens- Fulkenion, Joe Arnold, Jesus
the Western Baptist Hospital, , Reporting on the sorority
when
less
even
while walking or while riding a were grey and
ion Service and the KEH/i, are Roberts, and Albert Crider.•
Paducah.
the dummy was black.
dress were Marsha Brooks and
motorcycle or bicycle.
three keynote speakers: Dr potluck luncheon will be servnationallyThomas,
L
Walter
9,400 Are Involved
The new father received his Candy Drew, Louisville. Mrs.
ed
known lecturer and researcher
Each
•••
year around 9,400
degree from Murry State Uni- Loretta Jobs, Woodmen repreon young people and their valpedestrians are involved in
versity in January and is now sentative, reported on the proDeptittment
of
the
Zeta
The
fetal miehop.s and the figure for
ues; Margaret Oliver, program Murray Woman% Club will
employed by White and Con- gram of the TPL shirts. Miss
Beth Shouse, Ellzabethtovrn, is
leader Of the Federal Extens- have an auction Weir et the
those
gleton of Murray.
on the two-wheeled
ion Service's division of. home meeting at 7:30
Grandparents are Mrs. Paul- to obtain a flower arrangement
vehicles is 3,000.
-St the
economics; Beula Cornelius club house. Members "Ito to
ine Guess of Kuttawa and Mr. of the sorority flower, pink
Over half of these deaths are
Nunn, wile of Kentucky's gov- being items to be auctioned
at night — even though pedeand Mrs. Lawrence Heath of rosebuds, for the chapter.
Appointed to the nominating
ernor; and Mrs. Wesley Nays, may invite guests.
Giibertsville. Great grandmostrian activtty,is much greeter
Mr. and Mrs.Thomas Tucker, hostess for the Channel 32 Talk
committee were Dinah hfulliof
Cox
Nonni.
Mrs.
are
thers
during the day.
Route 5, Benton, announces the of the Town show, WIZY-TV, are Moderate Dan HMIs"
GilbertsvWe and 'Mrs. Mary nax, Martha Jean McCurry, and
The recommendation for this engagement
Woodfin Hutson, John T. &van,
and
Jan Cooper.
Heath of Sympoide.
new kind of prescription comes marriage of theirapproaching Louisville. They will tie in their Elsie W. Kivett, and A. H. Lopdaughter, talks to the meeting's "Reach• ••
The rush hour at seven o'from safety experts Drs. John Rhonda sue, to Johnny
pared.
•••
Mr. and Mrs. Robot Vaughn clock opened with the song,
M. Douglass and Frederick D. Green, son of ssr. arid Wayne ing Toward Tomorrow" theme,
Mrs.
of Kirkaey Route One announce "Tau Phi Lambda is Better
Burg, reporting in Family Cecil Green, Route 5, Benton. according to .KEHA president,
The Waiting Wives Club will
Mrs. Earl Friedly, Georgetown. have a potluck chnner at the
the birth of a baby boy, Gee- Than She Used To Be", followPhysician,
journal of the
Miss Tucker is a junior at
Kentucky
homemakers
in
atgory Glenn, weighing eight ed by a genacmsainted game
World
buildAmerican Academy of General South marshal] High school. sir.
Woodmen of the
tendance will also hear from ing at moo p.m.
pounds, born on Wedneed.sy, using sorority sisters signatures.
Practice.
Green is a 1968 graduate of five administrators
new to the
•••
February 18, at the Community The room was decorated with
Dr. Douglass is a consultant South Marshall High School and
the Greek letters TPL and in
Hospital, Mayfield.
Saturday, February
for Safety, Food and Drug is presently employed at Stal- UK staff: President Otis A.
They have one other son, the sorority colors of apple
The Alpha Department of the
Administration. Dr. Burg is Hans Used cars of Murray, Singletary; Dr. John L. Ragland, associate dean for Extens- Murray Woman's Club will have
Barry Dean, age six. The father green and blush pink.
pediatric asasultant for the KY.
Rushess were Martha Dunion;
Dr.
Doris
employed as a painter.
Tichenor,
is
eminthe
noon
luncheon
at
at
12
its
injury cootrol program of the
The wedding will take place ent director of Extension for
Grandparents are Mr. a n d can, Calvert City; Sharon Welkclub house. Hostesses, Will be
Environmental Control _
sin March 6 at 640 p.m. at
Mrs. J. L Vaughn of Mayfield er, Mayfield; Hilly Nall, Calnistratioa.
Ferguson springs Baptist home economics; and Dr. Betty Miss Roselle Henry, Mesdames
and Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Guill of houn; Teresa Stallons, Cadiz;
The two figure that the nand Ctiurch, Aurora, with Rev. Otis Jean Brannan, dean of the Robert N. Scott, John Ryan,
Fulton Route Three. Mrs. Ima Ginn* Lawrence, Benton; Doria
Louise Dick, J. A. Outland, and
important factor contributing to Jones performing the cere- school of borne economics.
Buck of Dukedom, Tenn., is a Ann Swanner, Fancy Farm;
Each year at this time the William. F. Smith.
nighttime pedestrial accidents is mony. A reception will follow
Elaine Hamby, Greenville; Bevgreat grandmother.
Master Farm Homemakers Guild
that the driver cannOt see it - , the churct-• ••
erly Corder, Paducah.
1
March
and
KEHA
cosponsor
Sunday,
the
atime to stop.
Mrs Jobs welcomed the
A baby boy, weighing six
No formal invitations are warding of Master Farm HomeThe University Chapter of the
In a study dam in Sweden,
being
'ponds six ounces, was born rushee. and made an explanathe annual number of pede- tives sent. All friends and rela- maker titles to two Kentucky Tau Phi Lambda Sorority wit
are
1&. and Mrs. Donald Weath- tion oboist the Thu Phi Lambda
striae deaths dropped from wedding. Wetted to attend the women. This will WU highlight be Instituted at two p.m.
erford of Route Three, Buchan- sorority, a national non-acadethe WOW Building.
of the program.
H195 to 952 a few years niter
• ••
an, Tenn., on Monday, February mic Greek sorority of the
the adoption of a retroreflectkon
23, at 7:20 cm. at the Murray- Woodmen of the World.
2
Monday,
March
program. This was a decrease
In addition to the rushees,
Calloway County Hospital.
The Lottie Moon Group of
of 20.4 per cent
They have a daughter, age refreshments were served t o
WMS
Church
the
First
Baptist
"Such a reduction may be
nine, and another son, Tony, Janet Geary, Centralia, Ill.;
will meet at the home of Mrs.
possible in the United States by
AFC and Mrs. Terry Lee Davis
age seven. The father is em- Becky Hamilton, Owensboro;
Henry Warren at 7:30 p.m.
A foods class is being held
Instituting a similar program,"
ployed by the Adams Ornamen- Beth Mouse, Elizabethtown;
•••
teaspoon nutmeg
1
at
the safety experts said.
Douglas Gym each Monday
In a candlelight ceremony on grandmother of the bride, wore tal Iron and Welding Company Jan Cooper, Murray; Candy
and
cup sweet milk
1
Music,
Crafts,
The
Arts,
night at seven p. m. for the
Fairies Are Developed
Drew, Louisville; Gloria By1 No. 2 size can peaches and Sewing contests for high school Sunday, February 15, Miss Ca- a rose knit dress and coat en- of Murray.
A number of fabrics and general public with Miss Sue
role Ann Ray and Airman First semble with beige accessories Grandparents are Mr. a n d num, Fulton; Emilia Chaney,
heated.
juice
woman's
adult
and
the
students
Fairless as the teacher. EmMelt butter in large casserole. club sewing contest will be Class Terry lee Davis were and a shoulder corsage of white Mrs Will Weatherford of Route Hardyville; Janet Bugg, Clinphasis is being given to buying
Two, Buchanan, Tenn., and ton; Dinah Mitbrist, Lone Oak;
Mix
flour, sugar, baking powd- held by the Murray Woman's united in marriage. The double carnations.
and preparing foods for low
Clarence Compton of Detroit, Marsha Brooks, Earlington; JaReception
and milk until emooth. Club at the club house at seven ring ceremony was performed
salt,
er,
cost meals.
by
Rev.
Jerry
Bynum at the
nie Watson, Henderson; Martha
Following the ceremony, a Mich.
Pour into melted butter, stir- p.m. The public is invited to
Calvert
United
• ••
Methodist reception was held at the HoliMcCurry, Sebree; Patsy ShelAt the lesson on Monday the ring gently. Add favorite fruit attend.
Church.
•••
ton, Sebree; Ann Chambersain,
day Inn, Kentucky Dam. At the
class was "Can Oatmeal Pie (peaches') without stirring aThe bride is the only daugh- serving table were Mrs. WilSebree; Brenda Rich,
gain. Bake at 350 degrees for The First Baptist Church
Taste Like Pecan Pie"
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Gene D.
The University Chapter will
Freeze bottled cranberry uice
Last week's topic was fruits one hour or 375 degrees for'30 WMS will begin the observance Ray, Calvert City, and the liam B. Byrd Jr., Misses Kay
Mrs. Cora Sins, of Benton, and vegetables.
Williams and Brenda Cox. As- cocktail to use instead o ice be instituted on Sunday, March
tcl. 40 minutes.
of the week of prayer for home groom
One
interestis the son of Mr. and sisting were Mesdames Buford
Route 1, would like to announce
1, at two p.m. at the WOW
*Your favorite fruit may be missions at the church at 9:30
cubes in fruit drinks.
Mrs. Cecil Davis, Shawneetown, Hurt, Harold Hurt, Billie J.
the engagement and approaching ing aimed discussed was buy- substituted for peaches.
Building.
Shirley
am.
will
Mrs.
be
Edgar
ing
by
grade
to suit the purmarriage of her daughter,
Illinois.
• ••
Strider and Owen J. Huntaingin charge of the program.
Sheila Ann, to William Dale pose for which the food is to
•
•
•
The altar, banked with palms er.
Gold, son of mr. and Mrs. wit- be used. Miss Fairless said for
The Elm Grove Baptist and ferns, was lighted by white For her wedding trip, the
liam Dale Gold, son of Mr. and example the best quality or
Church WMS will begin the ob- tapers in brass candelabra. The bride chose a white double knit
Mrs. William Gold of Benton, grade peach may be purchased
serrance of the week of prayer family pews were marked with dress with navy jacket and red
Route 5. miss stria is also the for a salad, but a less perfect
for home missions at the church white satin ribbons.
daughter of the Late Dale De- one or grade B may be used for
eccessories.
Nine
at 1:30 p.m. Mrs. Charles Burvaughn SirLs.
Yew 14•55y Shown Siam
On Saturday evening, t h e
a peach cobbler.
Preceding the ceremony, nupdays
Miss Sins is a sophomore
Cheryl Johnston was keen will be the leader.
tial music was presented by groom's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
• ••
only
at south marshal! High School.
Miss Fairless said all grades honored at a party in celebraMrs. Edna Butler, organist, and Cecil Davis, were hosts to the
Mr. Gold is a 1966 graduate of food have the same nutrit- tion of her six birthday by her
Licensed Practical Nurses of Miss Janne O'Dell, vocalist. rehersal dinner at the Kentucky
February 26
of South marshal'. He attended
Maid restaurant.
mother, Mrs. Joe Johnston, at District 17 will have their repacked
unand
are
value
rving
as
ive
acolytes
were
Dwain
March 7
Mississippi State university
The couple will reside at 912
home on Farmer Avenue. gular monthly meeting in the Slice and Tim Hawkins.
and is now employed at Hughey der the same sanitary condtions. their
N. Iverson Street, Apartment
The honoree was the reecip- conference room of MurrayBride's Dress
and Revell construction com- Grade refers to uniformity of
lent of many gifts. Games were Calloway County Hospital a t The bride, given in marriage 101, Alexandria, Virginia.
shape, size. color, etc.
pany.
e ••
The leader said always com- played with Vicky and David seven p.m. The guest speaker by her father, wore an empire
The wedding will take place
The poncho creates cover-up
on February U at 7:00 p.m. at pare prices when shOpping for Roberts assisting in the direc- will be Mr. R. W. Keller, Pa- gown of silk organza and alenindent of the K. S. A. L P. N. con lace. The modified A-line excitement this spring as designNew Zion Baptist church with foods. In comparing a name tion.
•••
Refreshments of birthday
the Rev.C.c. Brasher perform- brand can of peaches with a
skirt was appliqued with the ers adapt this youth trend to
ing the ceremony. A reception government commodity can of cake decorated in the ballerina
motif. The lace bodice fea- high fashion. It goes formal as a
will follow in the church base- Grade B peaches, the group theme, ice cream, and punch
tured an oval neckline studded sheer veil-like cover-up or casual
ment.
found the commodity peaches were served by Mrs. Johnston,
ith seed pearls with sleeves in fringed wool over pants.
No formal Invitations will be to be better in color, uniform- assisted by the honoree's sisthered to a pointed cuff. The
sent. All friends and relatives ity of size and flavor. Price nor ter, Mrs. John Dee Hopkins.
rain flowed from a center back
are invited to attend.
Guests present were Tina
The days of the mtr.. bow and was accented with
brand name does not always indicate a best buy in foods, Miss Rattaree, Starlyn Phillips, Gem may be numbered, but thr
tching scalloped lace. Her
Y our Mom Shooprog San
Rogers, Lynn Richerson, Portia leg art it reveals is certain•
Fairless said.
hree tiered veil of illusion was
Padgett,
Healy,
Anthony
Pam
fling
with
having
a
last
ly
Several dishes were preparttacned to a sunburst of peso
ed and sampled. A quick fruit Vaughn, Todd Miller, Dennis the help of poster artist
e soie petals studded with seed
Mr: and Mrs. Alvin Futrell cobbler was a
Nine days only
Hooper,
Spencer,
an
Darren
Peter Max.
favorite recipe
earls. She carried a cascade
February 26
and Mrs. Lodema Jackson have with the group who attended. Kenny Parrish.
and
of
white
carnations
ouquet
Max
has added
his
•••
March 7
returned to their homes after The recipe is as follows:
stephanotis
with
white
satlue
bright, witty look to panty
a visit with Mr. and Mrs Feat.
Jiffy Peach Cobbler
hose and body stockings, in streamers tied in love knots
us Futrell of Avon Park, Fla.
I stick oleo or butter
using vibrant color in straand Rev. and Mrs. Berns Fair
1 cup flour, sifted
The matron of honor, Mrs.
tegically located spots, such
of Clewiston, Fla. They were
1 cup sugar
Joe Fulks, Jr., wore a full
as
silk
screened
fantasias
accompanied home by Mr. and
2 teaspoons baking powder
of flowers, constellations length empire gown of deep
Mrs. Festus Futrell who had
few grains salt
and clouds on an opaque aqua faille fashioned with an
The Murray-Calloway County
spent the winter in Florida.
oval neckline and bell sleeves,
base.
'Shrine Club met in the home
In panty hose, tor in- accented in the back with a bow
of Mr and Mrs. William E.
stance, some of his designs of self material. Her headpiece
Moffett, Panorama Shores, on
bows of the
(for Burlington Industries) was fashioned of
Saturday evening, February 21.
give special allure to the same material with matching
A potluck supper was servknee, others concentrate on veil of illusion. She carried
ed by the
Miss Janie Dale Toland of and her sister a moss green two business ladies preceding the
double long stemmed white carcalf or thigh.
meeting. Dancing was
Union City, Tenn., whose mar- piece suit Each had hostesses' enjoyed later
backed with green folnations
in
riage to Frank L. Ryan, Jr., gift corsages of 'white cams- Shriner' and the evening.
iage and tied with white satin
their
wives
atwill be an event of March 7.
ribbon.
tending were Messrs and Meswas the honoree at a delightMrs. Barbara Raymond of Pa- dames Milton Jones, Norman
The bridesmaids were Mrs.
fully planned tea held at the ducah asked the guests to sign Klapp, Joe
James Dale Strader and Misses
Dene Watkins, Bruce
Apure of Mrs. Helen Bennett, the register at the table cent- Wilson, Troy
Carla Williams and Sandy Holm
Orange Juice Is the perShepherd, Freed
1310 Olive Boulevard, on Sat- ered fith a silver bud vase of Gotham, Woodrow
Their gowns were Identical to
fect pick-me-up throughout
Dunn,
Don
urday, February 14.
red carnations and white snap- Robinson, William E. Moffett, the day. Serve well chilled.
that of the matron or honer and
The gracious hostesses for the dragons.
they carried single long stemmEdsel Beale, and Irvin Carpent- or over ice, or mix in a
occasion were Mesdames Helen
The beautifully appointed tea er.
blender with crushed ice
ed white carnations backed with
Bennett, Stanford Andrus, Ru- table was covered with an imnee. 11.1e
green foliage and tied with
Special guests were Doris I. for a frosty treat. Orange
dolph Howard, J N. Outland, ported white linen cloth. The James. illustnous
juice can also be combined
white ribbon.
potentate
of
AGILOW OR CANTRICI
Owen Wilson, Edgar Howe, and centerpiece was of red carna- Rizpah Temple,
with other full-strength
Attending the groom as but
Sale 7.88
Madisonville,
USUALLY LS.PAN
Owen Barber.
McKamey
Jr.,
Roytions and white snapdragons in and wife, Elizabeth, and William fruit juices such as apple,
was
men
•
tftft
how aft el 1,
se fr wt.. 14,i, pr.', 54.I
a silver bowl flanked by silver Sinny, president of the Hop- cranberry, grape, grape- toeits of the groom. Groomsrft Iftft ft eft,'ft_ ft.
rftft
Receiving the guest with the candelabra.
fruit, pineapple, prune, ciand ushers were Mickey
men
kinsville
Shrine
Club.
Other
nectars.
or
der
honoree were her mother, Mrs.
Punch was served from the guests were Mrs. Pearl MofHolland, Dick Colburn and RiW. B. Tel-and of Union City, silver punch bowl filled with fett and
"HEIRESS" SEAMLESS NYLONS
chard Veazey.
Men
Mr. and Mrs. James
Tenn., her mother-in-law to be, pink punch and heart shaped C. Williams.
Cindy Haller, assisted
Miss
Mrs. Frank Ryan of Murray, molds. Individual cakes decorby Mrs. Richard Veazey, presidThe next meeting will be held
Cardigans will lie the mo...t ed
and her sister, Mrs Don Guynn ated with red hearts were serv- on Saturday, March 21.
at the guest register.
popular
Tenn.
coat
shape
City,
for sprirt. The bride's mother wore a
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Miss Carole Ann Ray Exchanges Vows
With Terry Lee Davis In Ceremony Al
Calvert United Methodist Church

IlTanimm

Tucker, Green
Engagement
Announced

Miss Sue Fairless Conducting Class In
Foods At Douglas Gym Each Monday

Sirs, Gold
-Engagement
Announced

Cheryl Johnston Is
Honored At Party
On 6th Birthday
Miss

Max Designs
Panty Hose

- -•
PERSONALS

Shrine Club Holds
Meeting Saturday
At Moffett Home

Miss Janie Dale Toland, Bride-elect,
Honoree At Tea Held At Bennett Home
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p Shelton
or Tau
da Meet

Negro Sues U.S. Hospital
CLEVELAND (UPI): James W. Finley, 33, a former Clevelander now living in St. Paul, Minn., is a medical
)3iiracle.
The pigment of his skin changed
from the dark brown of a dark-complexioned American black to a pale
%vhite in a matter of weeks.
Since those few weeks in the summer of 1964, Finley has undergone a
long series of misfortunes. Most of the
story is told in a thick packet of legal
papers relating to a 8500,000 suit he
has filed against the U.S. Veterans
Hospital here in the U.S. district CO.irt.
The story began while Finley was
employed as a clerk in the Veterans
)lospltal. He suffered from an ulcer
and went to the hospital for treatment.
As part of the treatment, he was given
a drug called Doriden, which was supliosed to help him sleep.
Sometime after he started taking
Ihe drug, Finley suffered an extreme
itching, all over his body. He was admitted to the hospital and was discharged after three weeks of treatment.

aelton was hoeKing of the Tau
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gs was Miss Jan
nay. MI.IS Breny presided dur
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Dinah Mullin McCurry, and
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To Be", followluainted game
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e World.
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Earlington; Jackman; Martha
Patsy Shelt Cbamberiain,

Rich, Clay.

Chapter will
Sunday, March
at the WOW

Nine
days
only
February 26
March 7

WHEN HE walked out, he recalled
later, "my hair and skin were still
black.'' His hair started to corre out
in patches. Every hair on his body
dropped out.
"When it grew back, it grew back
white. While my hair was growing, my
skin changed from dark brown to what
it is now," he said. "My appearance
affected me and that's why I left my
job at the hospital," he said.
AFTER WORKING for a while as
an insurance investigator, Finley moved
to the South Side of Chicago to live
with his mother in 1967. The next
year, his wife, Thelma, left him. His
mother died last year, and he now lives
with friends in St. Paul. )
Raymon Basic, the Legal Aid Society lawyer who is conducting Finley's case here, says shots were fired
at Finley's house during the 1968 riots
in Chicago after the assassination of
Dr. Martin Luther King.
"Someone

apparently

thought

he

was white," Basic says.

41111111ammemongeseel

That down payment:
what to do about it

Mexican tourism
shows increase
NEW YORK (UPI)- A total
of 1,185,847 tourists visited
Mexico in the first seven months
of 1969, a 14 per cent increase
over the corresponding period of
1968, according to the Mexican
National Tourist Council. The
Council reports Mexican tourism
has grown at an average, annual
rate of 13.5- per cent during the
past nine years.
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More Money Film Star Tucker's Philosophy
Available,
Forrest Can See the Trees and the "Green"!
Rural Houses
By ARMY ARCHIE)
Central Press Association
Correspondent

By Howard Paschall
FHA, Mayfield.
A new home is the dream
of most rural American &MP
Ries and often remains as lest
a dream because money is hard
to find. This need not be the
case. Farmers Home Administration has a housing loan program designed to help not just
farmers but rural residents as
well, without regard to occupation.
For the purposes of this program rural residents includes
all families who live, or plan to
live, in Calloway, Graves, and
Marshall counties. It includes
those now living in Mayfield and
Murray who own a rural build.
Jag site or are employed outside these cities. Mayfield and
Murray residents who do not
own rural property and are employed in these cities are not
eligible for a rural housing loan.
Recognising the critical need
for adequate housing, the Farnfers Home Administration has

HOLLYWOOD - Want to be
happy, Take the advice of Forrest Tucker. The big and breezy
actor has it made. He knows it
and proceeds through life as
though it were there to be enjoyed. This is, surprisingly
enough, a rare attitude amid
the glitter of Hollywood stardom where worry, anxiety, ambition, fear, and insecurity often rule the lives of even the
greatest of the screen's royalty.
"But not mine," says Tuck.
"I'm comfortably fixed. I love
the work and there's generally
plenty of it -for me. When
there isn't I go out and find
one kind or another. When I
want to lay off, I do and play_
golf which I abo like.
"However, at all times I tsg
to enjoy life which anyone can
do if they're reasonably healthy
and put their mind to it. You
can psych yourself into a life
of fear and worry or you can
open up your mind to the wonders and joys of life and be
happy. It's an attitude I had
Misr 20 some years two great western profiles tangle
even when I didn't have a
again-John Wayne and Forrest Tucker in latest movie
dime"
• • •
Durango, Mexico, where the can't very well carry especially
THE Forrest Tucker philos- picture was shot, Tucker slung when I'm wearing tight western
ophy also includes a supreme what can only be called a purse pants!"
Among the many films he's
Indifference to what people say over his shoulder It was a
or think about him. For ex- leather and canvas bag with a made was -The Sands of Iwo
ample, he carries a-purse. He long leather strap and if you Jima" which first teamed him
even carries it on movie loca- saw it on a girl it would look with John Wayne. That was
back in 1949. "Chism" marked
tions as he did for his most fine
• • •
their reunion after 20 yeaet and
recent movie, "Chism" in which
UNABASHED and unafraid a chance to belt each other
he co-stars with John Wayne.
Winer' ntayne's chief antag- --maybe- because -he's-0-feet210 with gusto.
onist and a man who would inches tall and we
Tack Crvdite Wayne-with
=Sider It a -good day's work pounds —Tucker said,-"lei
If he could toss a poor widow great. I call it a purse because teaching almost every western
I don't know what else to call star how to film-fight correctly.
out of her mortgaged home.
-However, when Tucker left ican -Wslguess it Is' oriel Aziebite demonstrated a swing
for the set each morning at I put a lot of stuff in it that I for us. It's mighty comforting

By DOROTHEA M. BROOKS
no ceiling on the amount of
expanded its loan program and
NEW YORK (UPI) - Many a
interest charged, Karl said, there
1970 looks like a good year for
would-be homeowner today
extra
or
discounts
for
need
no
is
families in need of a home, The
wonders if he ever will move
closing costs, often charged on
sum of J11,700,000 has been
into that dream house.
loans with FHA or VA backing
allocated Is Kentucky for the
He's ready for home
where the interest rate is limited
months of January, February,
ownership. He has a good
by law. Such charges, since they
and March, and present indicincome; good prospects. But he's
deductible,
tax
not
are
ations are that an even larger
caught in a vicious circle.
financially penalize AM—Wee
amount will be allocated for Ap..
He Cin—Far
-.ry a g
buyer, be said.
ril, May, and June.
monthly
payment - he's
John E. Home, former
-Generally, families whose anprobably paying plenty for rent
chairmen of the Federal Home Fast train in Frankfurt
nual income is less than $8000
anyway. The down payment is
now
and
Board
Bank
Loan
NEW_ Y_OR,K _11121)
and who are unable to get ad
another story, however. Thanks presidept otlnee.töasMthtgage
Construction has begun on a quate credit from other lending
to spiraling land and building
new, rapid transit system to agencies on terms and conditions
costs, and to tight money, a big Insurance Co., Boston, offers a provide an
express train link they can ra•constyly be expected
case
history
of
a
family
insured
cash down payment is the rule
between city and airport in
to meet, are eligible for a loan,
by
his
company.
today and It Is a major obstacle
spondents if they took out a loan East north central, West south
Frankfurt, Germany, reports a large
family of more than five
"Perhaps a typical example in
to home ownership for the
In the past six months, what rate central, and Pacific States show
Lufthansa German Airlines. The may
have
an
income
in excess
the Washington, D.C. area," he
average family.
of interest was charged. Thus, Increases ranging from one (1)
line will be ready by 1972, when
of $8000 and still qualify for
The average house now costs said, "is the case of 26-year-old the airport will be capable
the report for January does not to 3/10ths of one (I) percent,
of
a loan.
$30,000, although it isn't always Mike Dillon and his wife Lee. handling 20 million passengers
reflect the rate charged in that the Midcle Atlantic and Mountain
Families
who
need
housing
Married
two
and
years,
they
easy to find the one you want,
one month, but is an average rate States show no increase, In the
annually, three times its present are waiting for spring
or
summpreviously
had
lived
in
a
city
where you want it, with a price
paid since last August.
South Atlantic and East south
capacity.
er weather should apply for a
tag this low. To purchase it may apartment.
On this basis, the national central states a drop of one(1)
The interest rate to banks by
loan
now. Farmers Home Admin.
"The Dillons had their hearts
well require a down payment of
independent business may be so- average shows a rate of 8.4 to 2/10ths of one (1) percent is
istration will complete your loan
on
a
two-story,
25 to 30 per cent. This means a set
percent, reflecting an unbroken recorded.
ftening a bit.
docket and hold the loan check
cash outlay of $7,500 to $9,000 four-bedroom house in a new Georgia guide
This Is indicated by a detailed Increase of 1/10th of one (1) The number of loans to indepwithout
interest
until
the
family
subdivision
near
Gaithersburg,
or more, not counting the
ATLANTA (UPI) - A
computer study of the returns percent per month since Janua- endent firms dropped in Januamoney needed for closing costs, Md. The house had a $32,200 colorful booklet on historical, is ready to build or buy.
ry to the lowest level in three
in January to the continuous field ry, 1969.
Current
interest
rate
is six survey of the National Federation
the
move itself and the price tag. Dillon felt this was scenic
However, a study by regions years, showing up at only 28
and
recreational
inevitable purchases required for within his reach but could attractions titled Georgia, State and one-fourth percent and loan of Independent Business.
shows some softening in various percent as compared to 33 perprovide a cash down payment of of Adventure, can be obtained can be repaid over a period of
a new home.
The survey question asks re- -areas, Although the New England, cent in mid-1969,
three years, thereby maaieb • nest egg takes some no more than 10 per cent.
without charge by writing to the thirty
king monthly payments less than
"A Washington savings and Tourist Division, Department
saving, particularly when just
of
living costs so much and when loan association provided the Industry and Trade, P.O. Box the rest some families are now
Pa/44.
the costs of home owning go up ,loan, for several reasons."
38097, Atlanta, Ga. 30335.
The Farmers Home AdminisAlthough Dillon did
and up even as a family waits
not
tration office for Calloway, Grqualify under the usual criteria.
and saves.
aves, and Marshall counties is
Horne said, the lending
The answer?
located at 403 South Seventh StFor some families, it could be institution contacted
his Finland calls
reet, Mayfield, Kentucky P. 0,
private mortgage insurance, first employer, a life insurance
HELSINKI (UPI) - Foreign
introduced In 1957, and now company, and found they tourists are coming to Finland in Box 616. Rural families May apply for a loan through the Mayoffered by 10 or a dozen firms thought he had a good future.
increasing numbers, according to
field office between the hours
"A principal reason was the the Tourist Board.
across the country. It is not
The number
available directly to the home Investors Mortgage was willing of visitors to Finland from of 8:00 - 12:00 a.m. and 1:00
00 P.m. Monday through Frito insure the top 20 per cent of abroad
- excluding - 5:
buyer, but through savings and the loan," Horne said.
day. If the Mayfield office is
Scandinavian countries - was
loan associations, commercial
inconvenient, they may make ap"Dillon, thus, was able to buy 136,000 in 1969, an
increase of plication
banks, insurance companies and the house with a down payment
at the part time FHA
20 per cent over 1968.
offices located in the ASCS offmortgage bankers.
of only $3,300."
ice in Murray from 8:00 to 12:00
Max
Karl, president of
The cost of the mortgage
on the first and third Wednesday
Mortgage Guaranty Insurance insurance, which can be added
4
Corp., Milwaukee, largest of the to monthly house payments.
Cherry County, Nebraska, is each month or at the same hours
at the Benton ASCS office,on the
private insurers, says such Horne said, was one-half of one nearly as large
as Connecticut
second Wednesday of each month.
private programs offer a way for per cent at settlement and and Rhode
Islanctcombined.
the family with an adequate one-fourth of one per cent of
monthly income, but with the declining balance each year.
limited cash reserves, to obtain In comparison, FHA charges
the necessary down payment.
one-half of one per cent each
Such plans, he explained, year in similar cases.
guarantee the top 20 per cent of
"We were very pleased the
mortgage, with lenders loan went through," said Dillon.
a
accepting the guarantee in lieu "Without a way to get around
of a portion of the down that down payment, we
payment. This makes It possible wouldn't be moving into our
for a family to buy a house with new
house."
only 10 per cent down.
Other advantages
Dutchmen on the go
The private insurers, he said,
THE HAGUE (UPI) have a premium cost about half Dutchmen are holidaying
abroad
that of the FHA, and do not lei ever-increasing
numb*rs and
the $30,000 loan Sain
have
is their favorite
restriction j of the government destination. Tourist officials
program. In addition, he said, estimate that about 20 per cent
lenders find little of the red tape of the Dutch who travel abroad
so often encountered when on
vacation go to Spain,
dealing with the government.
followed by West Germany, with
Since private companies place 18 per cent.

Investors To
Give Dividend

to k now he's going to miss
when he starts to wind up.
Among Tuck's many projects
is a television ser ies called
"Serge" in which he'd play a
priest who once was a U. S.
Marine sergeant. "I'd like to do
another series," he admits.
"Mainly for my kids. Those residuals are too good to pass up."
•

•

•

TUCKER'S kids are: Pamela,
25, an actress who's just getting started, another daughter,
Cynthia, 3%, and a son Sean,
21, the latter two children by
his second wife, the former
Marilyn Fisk, whom he married
in 1961 after having been a
widower for several years
An example of Tucker's determination to enjoy life is the
fact that he owns two golf
carts, one of which he uses on
the golf course and the other
which he has dispatched to
whatever studio where he's
working.
Both carts are equipped with
bars, the kind you keep bottles
in or on. And Tucker rolls happily along, a soothing Scotchand-water in hand, smiling at
life and watching it smile back
at him. For Tuck it's the only
way to so.
Tuck doesn't get upset by a
slow season in Hollywood. He's
an accomplished musical comedy star-as proven by his successful four-year-tour with "The
Music Man" in 53 cities.
- When Tucker gets the yen,
he has a night club act tucked
back of hie heart ready
to go. It's not the kind of stuff
you'd see an the home screen.
But he figures there's an audience for everything.
And; apparently everywhere
-for Forrest Tucker.

Topsy-turvy attraction
FLAMINGO, Fla. ( UPI) - In
the strange and topsy-turvy
world of Everglades National
Park, bird
watchers are
sometimes startled to see wood
ibises turn over and glide short
distances upside down. Only
member of the stork family in
North America, this large wading
bird with snowy white body
plumage, bare head, and stilt-like
legs can be seen in the Flamingo
visitor complex on Florida Bay.

IT'S A RED LETTER DAY
When Your Bank
The

BANK OF MURRAY
ANNOUNCES

205 CALLOWAY STUDENTS
Have Received To Date

Protects
Year Farm
Aseiast
POIVOr
Failure!

10SE

)NS
win owsr

Your profits go down when pOWer
goes off, but we can show you how
to protect your family and farm
from costly, annoying power outbuy a Winpower
ages:
alternator. When power fails, connect to tractor PTO and you quickly
restore all electrical equipment.
Phone or write for free demonstra•
tion on your farm with your equip-.
ment.
DAIRY SUPPLY COMPANY
Box 729 Paris. Tennessee

"the ekl ralieble"

on Wilson Street
Dial 901442-4321

4 •••••

—7-

$213,510.00 IN LOANS •

Under Federal Insured Student Loan Program

SUS LANDS ON FROZEN RIVER, GIRL KILLED

A 17-year-old
girl passenger ‘‘,1". killed and 22 others injured when this
ProVineial Transpott 1111:4 Ak11141ell ;111.11/SS
it
bridge.
erasheil thir.liglt a guard tail and plunged clown a :lo-fisa
dam slept. Lad'ore iinnblig on the froitim tiver .at Lennoxville
MI Wile eist ft( Me DM!..:11
Tht• VII tint

THE BANK OF MURRAY
SUPPORTS THEIR FUTURE
4

Member of the Federal Deposit insurance Corporatiso
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TVA NEWS LETTER
'Deat.-Abbt
Can boys dye
their hair?
By Abigail Van

Buren

DEAR ABBY . I have never seen a problem like mine
in your column, but I hope you won't take this as a joke
because this is a very serious problem to me.
I am 19, and go steady with a girl who is studying to be
a beautician. She told me that I would look a lot better with
my hair dyed, and she offered to do it for me, so I said,
"0. K. go ahead."
Well, she did, and I must admit that I look much better
this way. Naturally, it was quite noticeable, so all my
friends kidded me about it. My problem is that I would like
to keep my hair this color, but I &nil want to be kidded.
Do you think it is so bad for a guy to dye his hair if he really
DYED GUY
thinks it looks better that way?
DEAR GUY: Fly under any color you wish. Buddy. Just
be sure you keep the roots covered because if there's anything that looks worse than a gal who needs a dye job, it's
a guy.
DEAR ABBY: My brother brought his family from California to Texas to see his wife's folks and some of his.
I usually make friends with children easily In fact I
have had strange children come right up to me and make
friends with me.
Tho I tried my best, I couldn't seem to make friends
with my little 6-year-old niece. She wouldn't even lot me
touch her hand to say good-bye to her She just frowned
when I went near her. I once beard a preacher say that he
could tell what a family thought of him by the way the children acted toward him. Would I go wrong to apply the
HURT
preacher's rule to my brother's case?
DEAR HURT: Yes. Preachers can be wrong occasionally, too.
DEAR ABBY: What wise advice you gave "Hungry for
Love," that stupid 22-year-old whose young husband is
withholding his favors until she loses 50 pounds' Her excuses and self-pity left me cold, sUin 2 years she could
e needs is a doctor,
have lost 150 pounds, let alodb 50.'
a diet-and determination.
Altbo her obvious ignorance of proper diet hardly recommends her as a wife and mother, her letter reveals a MUCH
more shocking ignorance of the value of physical attractiveness to sex, and of sex to marriage. The mystery to me is
why it took her so long to miss his attentions-and why her
husband is coming home at all The fact that he is, only
proves that he loves her.
Before marriage, my husband said to me,"Stay in shape
for me, Baby." I took the hint, and at 4g, with a little
effort, I still weigh 112. If HUNGRY FOR LOVE could only
see bow that small effort pays off in fun, health, and
STILL SLIM IN SUNNYVALE
romance.
DEAR SLIM: "A little effort," you so glibly say. Perhaps for you, you lucky lady. But for many of your dsters,
the toughest of all battles is the battle of the bulge.
DEAR ABBY: Permit me to say a few words to "HUNGRY FOR LOVE," whose husband is "punishing" her until
she loses 50 panda. She's luckier than she knows
Carrying our first child eight years ago, my weight
started to climb. Stanley said he didn't care-he'd love me
if I got up to 300 pounds. Well, he had a chance to prove it
because I did!
My doctor said I was beaded straight for heart failure,
If not "sweetheart failure." So now I am slowly on my way
down from 300 pounds. It's sheer torture. I'd have given
anything if 'Stanley had started to "punish" me about 200
FATS() IN ST F
potmds ago' Sincerely,
What's your problem! You'll feel better if you get it al
year chest- Write to ABBY. Box MN. Los Angeles. Cal.
WM. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
envelope.
For Abby's booklet. "How to Have a Lovely W'eddiag."
Cal. MN.

// send al to Abby. Box MSC Los Amgeles,
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Tennessee in 1969
Commercial freight traffic on traffic on the
increase over the
the Tennessee River waterway was a 6 percent
reachdecade,
past
the
doubled in
previous year. This freight
ing a record 24,400,000 tons in moved an estimated 3 billion ton1969, according to estimates ann- miles, also a new record and 9
ounced today by the Tennessee percent more than the previous
Valley Authority.
high.
Tennessee River barge tows Chemical shipments led the
tons
million
2
had carried about
growth in river traffic during
of freight in 1945, the year TVA the 1960's, multiplying nearly
completed the chain of dams and ilve.iold to total an estimated
locks that form a continuous 650. 1,166,000 tons in 1969. Coal and
mile waterway from the Ohio coke shipments
continued to
River to Knoxville, Tennessee. make up the largest tonnage on
annual
By the end of the 1950's
the river, totaling 9,590,000 tons
traffic reached 12 millions tons. for the year.
"From the viewpoint of industrial investment and traffic growth, that first 15 years established a good base on which growth
could take place at an increasing
, U.S. FIGHTER-BOMBERS,
MORE THAN 400 IN ONE
pace in the 1960's," said M. I.
` DAY, MAKI REDS' PLAIN
Foster, director of TVA's naviOf JA1N- VICTORY COSTLY
development program.
gation
"Water transportation has now
become an established and significant element in the region's
economy. It has helped teas of
thousands of workers gain better
jobs and income, and indirectly
it benefits consumers throughout the region by adding competition and flerthstty to the southeast's transportation network,"
During the 1960's private industry invested an average of
"WE DON'T WED
about $2,300,000 a week in watFOREIGN TROOPS,"
erfront plants and terminals aloJUST MATINIEL
SAYS LAOS RUIll
ng the Tennessee River waterway, Foster pointed out. That
was a total of $1,200,000,000
„SOUTH VNT ARTILLERY
CODINTALLY SKILLS
for the 10-year period,- nearly
U.S. AMUSE AT MK"
twice as much as had been inNOA, KILLING nom
vested previously since TVA be.
U.S. AND INOUNDING-110
..
developmeut of the vat
R
In the 1930's.
PThe jobs and payrolls created
•
by this growth are not limited
.SINANOUKV
to communities along the river,"
Foster said. "These waterfront
plants employ about 37,000 poop.
e, and in addition many of them
make possible related industries
and business that supply them,
use or market their produc-

NEV. YORK (UPI) - In
U.S.
record.breaking numbers
industrial facilities are using
natural gas as a production tool,
Appliance
the Gas
Manufacturers Association
reports. Today 188,500
industrial concerns use gas to
proOde precise application of
heat needed to process products,
warm and cool installations,
supply hot water, and create
on site total energy.
American industry is expected
to purchase more than 78 billion
therms of natural gas this year an all-time high. And that total
will account for over half of all
gas consumed in this country
during 1969.

Vietnam'
ROUNDUP
NANN,NC,

Group Plans
Europe Tour
This Summer
Dr. Wayne A, Lamb, District
Superintendent of the Paris District of the United Methodist
Church, and Mrs. Lamb will
conduct a tour to Europe and
the Bible Lands July 30 to August
20, 1970. ThLs is a custom-tuilt
quality tour and will feature a
Shakespearean Play at Royal Shakespeare Theatre in Stratfordon-Avon, and the world - famous
Passion Play at Oberammergau,
LONG SENTENCE
DALLAS (UPI) — Joseph
Franklin Sills, 49, convicted of
robbing a Dallas dry cleaners,
was sentenced Tuesday by
Criminal District Court Judge
Jerome Chamberlain to 1,000
years in prison, Sills had served
revious sentences for similar
offenses.
Pollution fighter

f01 FOOD CACHE
FOUND NEAR BEN
INT: FIVE TONS
OF RICE, 1,000
POUNDS OF CORN
DA NANG

FINDLAY, Ohio (UPI) - A
new split second air pollution
control system, which will
enable industry to predict the
level of gaseous contaminants
around plants and adjust
operations accordingly, has been
developed by Marathon Oil
Company. The system, which
"draws" a mathematical, map of
the atmosphere, is called MAPS
--- for Marathon Atmospheric
PoUution'Simulator.
-A company spokesman said
-MAPS can definitely make
difference in industry's battle
against air pollution. "With the
proper modifications, the
program can be used by any
company in any industry," he
said.

THURSDAY - FEBRUARY Ztl. 1Vn
Germany as a rrsod climax to th erary they have included the placas in Europe and the Holy Laud
tour.
which they consider of most outPlaces visited on the tour
iltiuxting interest. Their eerie.
be Lemke, Epiorth, Stratbr nos well qualifies them to lead
Oxfor d, Hamptoe Court and W
such an exciting tour.
sor in England, Paris, France; The tour will be operated by
Tel Aviv, Jerusalem,Biala
Amsycicitn and Internatiooal TraNazareth, Mariam, Bethaay vel Service of Memphis and perand Jericho in the Bible Lands; sonally escorted by one of the
Rome, Italy-, Lucerne,
officials of this company.
land; Innsbruck; Oberammer
They have 40 reservations for
and Munich, Germany.
the Passion Play at OberammerDe. and Mrs. Lamb have pre-1 gan. More than 25 persons have
viously conducted four tours sad, already enrolled for the tour. If
consequently, are quite familiar others are interested they may
with most of the places tote visi- contact Dr. and Mrs. Wayne A.
ted. In tact, in preparing beide. Lamb, Paris, Tennessee.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1- High
mountain
4 Word of
sorrow
Moccasin
11 .Sign of zodiac
12,Gamis played on
horsetoc k
13-Father
15.Least
17.14wrienen
wreath
19-01d Testament
(abbr.)
20-Expire
21-Temporary bed
22.Possess
23-Equal
25-Study
26-Girl's name
27-Pronoun
25-Drone
29-Conjunction
30-Prefix: not
31Occurs
33-Behold!
35 Sock
carrying desk.
36-Skill
37 Conducted
35.Part of
fireplace
40,Exist
41.Doom
42.Marry
43-Number
44-Vessel
45.Nser
46-Unit of energy
47-Father or
mother
50-C=Wion
52.
54-Ocean
55 Falsehood
56-Dines
57 Number

3 Few particles
4 Pen of cburch
5 Parcel of land
6-Man's
fliCilf1011111

7-Lawmaker
11-Greek letter
9,Three-toed
sloth
10-Diedem
14 Sicilian
volcano
141-Goddess of
healing
conjunction
21-Contrast
22-Unusual
23-Careel. letter
24-Lamprey
2S•Vossal
26-Abstract being
26-Possessed
29-Emmet
31 Torrid
32-Before
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33.Permn
34-Pown
35-Concealed
37.Newest
31•Strete (conop )
39-Part of
flower
40-Corner
41-Preposition

43 Cornunctoon
44 CushoonS
46 Pews out
47.Stroke
48 Born
49 Sunburn
51 Chinese mile
53 Babylonian
duty
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DOWN
1 Man's
nickname
2Confederete
general
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The 24,000,000 tons of river

Regular
Exercise
Important
Hibernation is for the bears!
For too many American women, January and February
are the months when they
settle down for a long winter's
nap, and then wonder when
April comes why they can't
keep up with the increased
activity of Spring.
This winter, don't le t
yourself go to pot among your
pots and pans. Like most women, you may take a dim
view of exercise; it i s
something to be done only
when one is overweight. Of
course, you couldn't be more
wrong. Regular exercise is as
important to good health as
sufficient sleep and a balanced
diet.
EXERCISE does more than
give )ou a slim, trim-flue.
It improves the action of the
heart, blood circulation and
breathing functions. Over the
years, this helps prevent
degenerative diseases of the
heart and blood vessels. Some
research shows that active
people have fewer heart attacks, and may be less prone
to develop diabetes and arthritis.
Strength a rid endurance
gained through exer ise
enables you to perform your
day's work with relative ease
and.'to wAlisiand any sudden
emergency or - unusual stress
you may have to face unexpectedly.
Exercise can Also provide
relief from tension. It is prorelief from tension. It is probably the least expensive,
wilier in the world. Doctors
often recommend physical activity as one of the best antidotes
Women, unfortunately, tend
to think of exercise only in
terms of calisthenics which'
they often dislike. If rufre
rot the type for knee bends
or toe tolichin, consider other
forms of r,
.ei CI
They should
be things you enjoy doing,
that fit easily into your
regular schedule and that are
intensive enough to give you
the exhilarating effect you
need.

THEY COULD be bowling,
horseback riding
walking, swimming (indoors),
modern'
skating.
dancing:IMII are ideal wintertime activities.
Before starting II14t have a
medical cheek-up. Then, set
'.aside several regular times
donna the week for the
physical activity you choose
69 pass at first. Gradually,
intensify N‘nir exercises until
they are long enough and hard
enough to tax•your body.
(1,,etr,r Iv he lost guide as to
how mulch vuiui should eserrixe
cenei al. breathlessness
and pounding of the heartnatural reactions to vicoi ous
e cise vboiild dilappear in
\ ri‘ weakness
a less iuiinuitrs
or fatigue should be gone in
an hour or so

13]
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Peanuts*

by Charles M. Schulz
ALL SECRETARIES NEED A LITTLE
CONPLIMENT NOW AND THEN
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Abbie 'N Slats
YOU'RE SUPPOSED TO TOSS
THAT LINE, ROCK --NOT
AB,044ORO/OSR wiTw

by R. Van Buren
IT WEIGHS A 7119/14 C.B.
CAN'T 'Cu HAVE ONE MADE
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Mrs.

OUT OF LIGHTWEIGHT
PLASTIC?
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IF Ot\lt_li THE
PUBLIC COULD HEAR
SKEETS
CHARLET0k1
AGA I K1, THE'it'D BE AS
WILD ABOUT ME AS
EVER—

FEB,-26

by Al Capp
® /MORRIS
RAMBL/NG
al NOSE OF THE WILDWOOD;-

- WITH YOUR FRA6R.4AKE CP ??--mAH MAMMV Gar
D/V/iVE --YOUR-HEART
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Whale milk holds clues
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WASHINGTON (UPI): The Atomic
Energy Commission has developed a
thirst for whole milk.
It has contracted with Dr. Bruce E.
Baker of McGill University, Montreal,
to study the milk not only of whales
but also of other arctic and sub-arctic
animals such as wolves, caribou, bighorn sheep, and polar bears.
BAKER IS ANALYZING fatty acids,
proteins, sugar components, carbohydrates, and nay minute amounts of
radioactve elements that may be in
the milk of the ahimals under study.
Says the commission:
"This is part of an overall AEC
program to investigate the bioenvironmental effects of unclear radiation; to
determine the movement, fate, and
effect of both natural and manmade
radioactivity in the natural environupon
effects
the
ment—especially
plant and animal life, and In the food
chains on land and in water."

According to the AEC, somebody
asked Dr. Baker how you go about
milking polar bears. His reply: "Very
carefully."
Actually it is not a particularly
dangerous operation, according to
Baker. All of the large animals involved in the milk-testing project are
tranquilized with shots delivered by
dart guns. While they are thus cametose, for periods up to two hours, you
sneak up and snatch a milk sample.
With whales the procedure is even
less risky. You go out with a whaling
ship, and when the harpooners bring
aboard a female, you grab a little milk
while it is still fresh.
WHATEVER OTHER information it
may provide, whale-milking told the
AEC something it didn't- know before.
A mother whale's mammary glamis
!ire on her back, which presumably
makes it unnecessary for her to roll
over when feeding her young while
swimming in the dold arctic seas.
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Big Drop'in Viet Tour? Don't Count on It
FULLER
By SPEC. 4 JACK
51.5 Striel CorrriponClent
DA NANG—Have you been counting
back on your Julian calendar. five days
Jan. 1,
for every month in Vietnam since
figuring out your •'drop" and new departure date from the combat zone?
If you have, you've been duped.
The story of massive "drops" in Vietnam tours, a story diabolically plausible
at first blush and cunningly aimed at the
GIs most vulnerable spot, was dreamed
up by two Army enlisted men here.
Maybe they were misanthOpes. Or
maybe they were just academically interested in misinformation theory.
Anyway, one fiendish day over a cup
of coffee in a mess hall the devilish story
was born, one of the men admitted

here gl ully to a Stars and Stripes
reporter who had seriously considered
Purchasing a special calendar for the
crucial calculation. •
In its pure form, this is how it went:
department of Defense will soon announce a five-day drop for every month
in Vietnam during calendar 1970. It's all
hush-hush, you know. But the announcement should come soon.
To the disbeliever, the pair of fablers
simply shrugged nonchalantly. They
didn't care what people believed, they
told their eager audience.
"We just told a couple of people in
the company and watched it spread," one
of the sly storytellers explained. "You
mean it's gotten all the way down to
Saigon"

You bet. But what moved the pair
to the dastardly prank?
"We were just sitting there, and we
thought, 'let's start a rumor," the GI
explained, chuckling.
You mean, you just wanted to see how
far your story would spread and L:idn't
even think of all the dashed hopes?
"Yeah, that's right," he replied "It
worked pretty well, huh?"
You bet.
By now, of course, the main theme of
the rumor has several mathematical
variations.
Some informants explain in hushed
voices that three days for every month
will be dropped.
While others whisper that the date
the plan is to begin is March 1, not Jan.

1. You see, they explain in airports,
bunkers or anywhere else, the 34n. 1
date is just a rumor.
Military spokesmen in Saigon knew
of the rumor. They said they were pretty
sure it was just a fish story. but not
sure enough to say so without checking.
A check proved that the story has no
validity. All a pipe dream. Wouldn't
it be great if
But there's another tenet of communication theory. It's called the
phenomenon of the self-fulfilling prophesy. Roughly stated, it is that if you
say something enough times- people will
believe it, and if they keep saying it
pretty soon it will be true.
Wouldn't it be great if

National debt linked
to new housing plan

current fiscal year is now
By NORMAN KEMPSTER
estimated at $1.5 billion, down
WASHINGTON (UPI) — The
from an earlier estimate of $5.9
Nixon Administration hopes to
billion. And the projected
stimulate home building through
surplus for the 1970-71 year is
a reverse "pump priming"
just $1.3 billion.
obtained
strategy calling for the
thus
information
The
Nixon decided to attempt to
government to begin to pay off
would be needed if a program ever
(UPI): The Atomic
the national debt by spending stimulate home building
should be approved for use of nuclear
indirectly instead of pumping
Energy Commission has found a new
less each year than it takes in.
explosions to dig harbors or canals for
use for Englishu-walnut shells.
The plan challenges many of more federal money into direct
peacetime purposes.
Ground up into a coarse pwder
the assumptions of political housing subsidies.
resembling brown sugar, they are fine
"Personal freedom will be'
ARCTIC AND SUB-ARCTIC regions
economics of the last 35 years
for blast cleaning of nuclear fuel elestill are getting a little radioactive
face tough going in increased when there is more
may
and
ments. They clean without eroding.
fallout from nuclear tests by the UnitCongress where most lawmakers economy in government and less
The AEC gets them ground and
in economy," he
ed States and Russia before the 1963
are reluctant to raise taxes government
prepackaged from . California in brown
treaty banning atmospheric explohaving programs .to said in his annual economic
without
I
pounds
50
about
holding
bags
paper
sions, and perhaps from Chinese teats
message to Congress. "Economic
otsw Par it.
each.
since then.
domination, like any Olgri.
The theory works like this:
domination, is dangerous to a
wonasagto•iton
mammy
— If the government were to
free society, no matter haw
begin to repay the $278.5 billion
benevolent its aims. Freedom
individuals,
private
it owes to
depends on our reccignizing the
although in another car, when delicate, visible and audible the action would free money for
line between domination and
Kennedy was shot.
bitterness during that period private investment.
influence, between control and
The a esaseination sequence and it went on long after the
— With more money
will be aired in the early spring Kennedy staff departed.
available for investment. _guidance."
I
and Johnson is assured of
additional funds could be
possibly his largest audience
expected to go into housing.
yet. This country is heavily MASSIVE REDUCTIONS
— The laws of supply and
populated by students of the
demand would force down
WASHINGTON (UPI) — The interest rates.
Dallas incident — some call
By MERRIMAN SMITH
them "asesesination buffs" — Defense Department plans to
If the plan works, it would
UPI White House Reporter
plus hundreds of men and reveal "massive base reduc- solve two of the most serious
women who have written about tions and force reductions" at problems facing the depressed
WASHINGTON (UPI) — ForLyndon B. the case with varying degrees more than 100 military installa- home building industry! — high
President
mer
prejudice and tions in the United States.
interest rates and a shortage of
Johnson seems to have picked of learning
Defense Secretary Melvin R. money at any price.
up a slick television technique cOMMOri sense.
Without the faintest clue- 40 Laird said - Tuesday the anduring his interview series with
But Paul McCracken,
Walter Cronkite of CBS News. what Johnson may have in nouncements would be made' chairman of President 'Nixon's
The producer, director and mind for his Dallas revelations, within 30 days. In most cases, Council of Economic Advisers.
tape editor probably have a lot It would seem most unlikely he he said, the bases would be said the plan requires a larger
challenge the basic reduced in size of force or federal surplus than the $1.3
do with it, too, But at Abe, would
sin 'of th,&en activity rather than closed.
of the most Mint dubber concltc
billion the administration
ion report '
the series, LEV (the program Com
estimates for the fiscal year that
alone
Harvey
operating
Oswald,
e contains no periods bebegins July 1.
tween the letters) used a time. and not as part of a foreign or 14th FOR CARSWELL
To generate a larger surplus in
the
was
domestic
conspiracy,
cliff-hanger or "teaser"
future fiscal years, the
Se the trade refers to this part sole killer of Kennedy.
WASHINGTON (UN) —Sen. government „must restrict
What LBJ may deal with on Gordon Allott, R-Colo., has
of a show.
spending or raise taxes. Either
It was announced, after the TV, however, is the period become the 14th senator to action is expected to be
ashis
following
Immediately
closing commercial, that LBJ's
announce be will vote for the politically unpopular.
next hour would deal with the sumption of the presidency— Supreme Court nomination of
McCracken was asked if he
Kennedy
the
still-stunned
Dallas assassination of Pres- when
Judge G. Harrold Carswell. believed the plan- wouid....witifor
ident John F. Kennedy...John- staff was making room
Seventeen other senators have acceptance.
son, the vice president, was Johnson's people. Whether he said they will vote against the
"I am a professor, not a
riding In the same motorcade touches on it or not, there was Florida judge.
politician," he said. "I think
there is absolutely no chance at
all until we begin to articulate
the argument for it. The
importance of a surplus doesn't
derive from some -musty canon
of sound finance. It derives from
the basic economic forces."
New budget Idea
Ever since President Franklin
D. Roosevelt used "pump

New use for walnuts
OSHINGTON
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economic. conditions. The
theory was that the budget
aliould be in surplus in times of
Inflation and in deficit in times
of recession to help even up the
,
Ares Crime Council ars pictured dui.
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economy.
CRIME COUNCIL — Msenkaira of the Purchase
Center at Mayfield Monday night. 'The counBut the Nixon administration
log their February meeting at the J. U. Kevil
slides of the work booing carried on there. ii the first in many years to
cll was invited to the (evil Center to see
Murray Police Chief; Charles 0. Davis, May- iuggest the budget be kept in
M.
Brown,
James
are
right
to
left
Pictured
ne* Chief of Paducah; WIU Shadoan, Ballard surplus
Pe
Assistant
Holt,
year as an
Robert
us year'
ea
Judge;
field Police
County; Miss Florence Edmonds. Paducah; and economic strategy.
County Athwney; Joe B. Anderson, Marshall
(Photo by Joe Hayden)
_ Whether the budget tan be
Mrs. June Anderson.
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THEY REFLECT THE MOOD OF THE PEOPLE

See Comedians, Politicos
because the public reacts immediately
HOLLYWOOD (UPI). Look to the
topical humor.
to
if
politicians,
you
comedians,
nation's
the
of
mood
and
temper
you seek the
"Three months ago I got laughs with
people.
Agnew jokes. Now if a comedian
Spiro
That's comedian Pat Buttram's sol- tells an unflattering joke about the Vce
emn advice.
President he Is greeted with silence.
Buttram has become one of the or heckling from the audience.
most-sought after dinner speakers in
"Gov. Reagan jokes are still gotid
the nation. He also is a writer of night
he can
club acts for top performers and plays 'for 1 laugh, mainly because
take it and laugh at himself.
a hayseed slicker In "Green Acres."
"Anti-hippie jokes have a peculiar
Buttram, however, Is' more than just
these days. The people don't
another funny man. He Is best cum- reaction
a strong
Will Rogers for down home, laugh. They applaud. There is
'
pared with
anti-hippie feeling whertver I god."
cracker barrel humor.
"FOREIGN AID jokes get a lot of
BENEATH guileless eyes and a voice
laughs. It's an indication that the peothat would etch glass, Buttram is a man
ple are opposed to it.
of,considerable wisdom, all th, while
-But any job isn't to feet out., public
hiding behind the facade of a bumpkin.
;Wiliest Or diplomatic ques-1 average three benefits 3 meek." opinion on
The thine is,
said the comedian. the son of a circuit- tions. I'm an entertAner.
you're not entertaining people IC you're
riding Alabama minister. -And I make
kidding something or somebody they
one or two personal appearances for
pay during a week. too. So I've humid support. It's an education. could use
"And the politicians
to read public reaction pretty well.
"F'olitictans should check with us some of that education."
•

In painting and drawing at
ART CLASS REGISTRATION — Tony Droege, instructor
Department at Mitt and
Art
the
of
chairman
Eagle,
Clara
Miss
Murray State University, and
the application cards of
over
looking
pictured
are
program
director of the Federal Title I
Mayfield Monday evening. Monday
adult students entering the art class which began at
was an organizational mooting. Dronight's meeting, held at the Office of Economic Security,
and design. The students
p. will conduct the art class, dealing in painting, drawing,
(Photo by Joe Hayden)
painting.
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Steering Our Farming Community...
toward New Goals, New Achievements
right now.
What you Future Farmers do today helps improve our area
your good
Your agricultural experiments, your use of new methods and
To local members
hard work insure continued advancement for tomorrow.
heartiest congratuof the Future Farmers of America, we extend our
your families
lotions You're all doing a fine job! We're proud, too, of
encouragement.
for setting such a great example of endeavor and
Farmers.
We support the role of our schools in developing fine Future
4
1,

CHANGES HER MIND
George Romney, wife of the
. secretary of Housing and 'ban' Development, who
she would not tuft for '
U.S. Scrutte In Michigan • 111,less hnm drnfted,'• wasn't
draftild, so she unnotin,,,I
her candidacy anyhow Th..
lissmocratimmulittitiatirnr_trnz..
Philip Hart

To our Future Farmers, a salute . .. with thanks.

WEST KENTUCKY RURAL ELECTRIC
Cooperative Corporati
- on
,
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Quotes From The News
By UNITED PUZ88 INTERNATIONAL

WASHINGTON - French President George Pompidou,profess
pleasure at his reception in the United States:
"I have been moved by the welcome which I have received tr
everybody - from all the American authorities, from congr
men and from all the people I have met."
JERUSALEM - Israeli Premier GoIda Meir, mapping what
hopes will prove to be the path to peace
"If we know how to withstand not only the military =ogee,
we know we are a nation under siege, I have no cbubt we shall
arrive at peace."

sOtur
?seh

NEW YORK - State Sivreme Court Justice John M.
Murtagn•
carrying out his "formula"for dealing with repeated chsrtptions
at hearings for 13 Black Panthers accused of bomb conspiracy:
"The court declares the proceedings recessed indefinitely. ..
the defendants are unwilling to proceed... the court has no alternative."

21-INCH
in very go
Phone 753,

WHEAT S
2971 after

BIRMINGHAM, England - Dr. Jack Cohen, speculating that in
future "host mothers" may bear the babies of women unable to
have children:
"Film stars might as a matter of snurse have their cadre°
by 'host mowers' to preserve me coo) new:ital."

"Don't Be Inhibited" Could
Be Bad Marriage Advice

4svis

NEW TRADE SCHOOL SITE-Dotted lines show the approximate location of a 9-acre tract
purchased by the Henry County Board of Education Monday for the new vocational-technical

couragement now gives leedilewit
Yes first thought? Oftentimes
Several cases have been disand wives to "express year
a aleond consideration results
otions" and "don't be idiellar k yanr dropping a matter be- posed of in the Calloway Co- ,
is the worst advice psollik bre It becomes a cause of ser- unty Court of Judge Robert 0.
Miller during the past week.
These beliefs are
les confrontation.
by Elmo Ellis Inau,I 3. I a problem must be dis- Records show the following oc"Happiness Is Worth the Eillagt;* clumed, play fair. Don't name- curred:
Ezric Hunk Pacbicab, atm&
peltisited by Hewitt
es make wild accusations.
Fleming H. RevelL
your discussion zeroed in ing, costs of $1840 paid; State
"Getting angry and lett** la the subject, not on your part. Police_
James Owen, Jr., Route Five,
with your feelings may X trr's faults or on what some third
eparable damage to the most party might have said. Try to bold Paris, Tenn_ improper registra
hoe,'
fine of $10.00 suspended,
stable union," Mr. Ellis warns. Your voice down and your temper
"It may just be one of the worst soder control. If you receive I costs of $11.30 paid-, State Pothings you can do to a marriage, harsh verbal jab and resent it
Toy Qart, Route Five, Bent'Auger is often more hurtful than very much, don't yell or strike .en, illegal
possession of akohThe injury that caused it,'is a pro- back blindly. Try to figure oat al, fined
$20.00 costs $18.50;
verb worth noting by all wives what the accusation really SO. Sheriff.
and husbands.
ides. Use your head, not 'air
William T. Futrell, MaYBeld,
"Instead of exploding and say- emotions.
ing things that will later be re4. Don't run away mid hide, speeding, fined $10.00 COMB
gretted, it is far wiser to deal physically or figuratively. 1. $111.30; State Police.
Michael R. Kennedy, R out e
with marital disagreements on go silent, you will not correct
a more constructive and rational any trouties, tat only ompoind Two, Mayfield, Lined $10.00
basis," he says.
them. Moth* is more inThrietkig tests $18.50, State Police.
Thomas A. Fortner, Route
In "Happiness Is Worth the Ito a wife or a husband than :
117Effort," Mr. Elmo recommen- big to talk with a "dumb"part- Two, Murray, fine of $10.00 suits five pointers to "help settle ner. On the other hand, be smart spended, costs of $18.50 paid;
the most pesky marital disput- mougb to seat epaedUdenwbea State Police.
Billy N. Adams, Route Three,
es," as follows
you should.
LAaasfeald, speeding. fined $wab
5.
Keep
your
talk
on
a
rational
1. Try to be considerate of the
Costs $18.50; State Police.
Aber's viewpoint. It alvrays takes plane. Try to holdback tears whiHugh Raspberry, Murray, drich are an mfair weapon,and nevtwo to make an argument, and er use physical force. Be gentle, ving while intoxicated, fined
only by calmly looking at both compassionate and mindful of $100.00 costs $13.50; State Posides of a question can you ever your manners. Your willingness lice.
Thomas Shultz, Louisville,
expect to resolve differences in to talk and your obvious affection
a lucid and peaceful manner. will go a long way towardresolv- Weeding, fined $10.00 costs
$18.50; State Police.
2. Bide your time. There's ing the worst donny-brooks.
Donald Ray Watson, Route
always a temptation to raise "Remember always that hona question or start an argument est differences can be adjudicat- One, Farmington, speeding,
too quickly. It's far wiser to ed in marriages when there is fined ;10.00 costs $18.50; State:
Police.
genuine love, trust and respect,
Marital problems are never too
Kirk-say Whitlow, Sedalia,
tough to work out for two per- murder, bond set at $25,000 and
sons who want a common solu- having executed bond defendtion rather than a stalemate. ant to appear before May 1970
Where the desire exists, the Grand Jury; City Pollee.
Melvin Smith, Murray, armed
answers can be found," Mr. Elrobbery, bond set at $10,000
mo writes.
He also advises married cou- and having executed bond.:dwo
ples - and everyone else - not fendant to appear before May
to tell all their secrets. "Some 1970 Grand Jury; City Police.
Larry B. Smith, Owensboro,
secrets are for keeping," he
speeding, fined $10.00 costs
reminds.
"The solar eclipse is part
$18.50; State Police.
of the life we are talking about
James S. Treadgill, Jackson,
"Some people reveal useless
In this year's Save Your Vision or even harmful, secrets about Tenn., impropert passing, fined
Week theme 'Life Is Worth See. themselves when it isn't nece- $10.00 costs $18.50; State Polug,' Dr. James Byrn, 0. D., ssary," he writes, "This occurs lice.
President of the Kentucky Opto- frequently with the individual who
Terry L. Wright, Union City,
metric Association, Murray, Ky., Is conscience-stricken, or so de- Tenn., speeding, fined ;10.00
said. "But looting directly at sirous of attention that he is coats $18.50; State Police.
the sun can cause permanent, willing to demean himself to be
Hackle W. Dublin, Paducah,
serious eye damage," Dr. Byrn noticed. As long as you hold tigh- speeding, fine of $10.00 suspendsaid.
tly to a secret, it is your prise ed, costs of $18.50 paid; State
There is nothing special about otter and you are its master. Police.
John Bourn, Vienna, Ill.,
the son during an eclipse. The But if you let it go, the secret
sun's rays can burn your eyes assumes command and you are speeding, fined $10:00 costs
$18.50; State Police.
anytime if you look stated at its prisoner."
William R. Self, Wood River,
them. Usually we draft do this
"So keep at least a few choice
because the sun is too bright bits of intelligence locked up,ev- Ili" Weeding tine of $10.00
but an eclipse arouses our cur- en from the ones nearest and spended, costs of $18.50 paid;
iosity. Back hi 1960, in Utah, 21 dearest to you. And don't worry State Police.
Dwight Houston, Route Five
persons reported complete blind- if this means that there Ls a part
ness as a result of looking at an
you that goes unshared with the Murray, disregarding stop sign
eclipse. Others suffered perdue. one you love most, The number fined $10.00 costa $18.50, rect
less driving, fined $50.00 costa
meat eye damage.
of secrets shared or withheld
Madness isn't the only vision Is not what makes or breaks a 118.50; Sheriff.
problem we face, though. Throu- human relationship. What really
ghout this year's national Save matters is that you make no seoYour Vision Week, the Kentucky ret of your love and respect for
Purchase Area
Optometric Association and oth- one another, for that is the ceers in the health care fields ment that binds two hearts toHog Market
are pointing out our viskx needs gether."
protect
it.
Some
of
us
care to
In "Happiness Is Worth the
don't realize we have a vision Effort," Mr. Ellis covers a wide
Federal State
News
problem that can and should be range of topics, such as "Chan- Service, Thursday Market
Feb 20,
corrected. We lust go along assn. ge," "Awareness," "Discipli- Kentuoky Purchase Area 1970
lipir
mini our eyes can take care of ne," "Sensitivity," "Responsi- Martel. Report
Includes 9 Buythemselves.
bility," and others. He stresses ing Stations.
We should tend to our vision L"°t "Life has meaning only when
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Mrs. Elizabeth Ladd
Services Scheduled

CADIZ, Ky., Feb. 25 - Funeral services for Mrs. Elizabeth Hopson Ladd, 56, will be
held 2 p.m. Thursday at GoodSEPTIC TAME TROUEIA.
win Funeral Home here with the
you me esperiandag
des with your Mlle teak
Rev. Marshall G. Mines and the
etsday, your problems Mg be BUILDING for body or clean Rev. T. D. Everett officiating.
POR SALM
solved by imply ponspimi slat up shop. Electric doors, air
NOTICE
Burial will be in East End
NOTICS
AUTOS FOR SALE
AUTOS FOR SALE
yeer teak. Call SONO & EP compressor, hoist, natural gas Cemetery.
WURLITZER ORGAN, model
Southaide Stamping Cm* heat, excellent lighting, good
1966 CHRYSLER Newport, foes 1968 BUICK Skylark four door
Mrs. Ladd, a native of Trigg
4010 and Leine tone cabinet,
door hardtop. Power steering hardtop with factory air and sr, Murray, Kerdnetoy, 71•111118. location. Phone 753-3013
County, died at 6:30 a.m. Tuesmodel 148. Like new condition.
condition,
brakes.
Good
'DC
and
M-2-C day at her home in Carbondale,
power 1967 Buick LaSabre four
Reason for seWng, have pur$905.00. Phone 411341e6. 7-36C door hardtop with factory air
chased 4600 model Wuriitzer.
SAWS FILED, electric heaters THREE APARTMENTS, does to
and power. Cain and Taylor
Survivors include her husband,
Phone 753-2700.
March-34-C
and all small appliances repair- college, 1802 Dodson Avenue.
1907 MUSTANG,6 cylinder, auGulf Station. Corner of 6th and
Felix Ladd; a brother, Dr. J.
ed.
512
12th
R
So.
St.,
tomatic
power
75341067.
steering,
753-6564.
with
Phone
7-26-C
21-INCH boy's Schwinn bicycle,
Main
7-27-C
Lacy Hopson of Murray; a sisMarch-27-C
22,270 miles, four new Wen
in very good condition, $15.00.
THREE-ROOM furnished apart- ter, Miss Mary Hopson of Hartexcellent
owner
conone
car.
In
1967 BUICK Skylark four door
Phone 753-2527.
7-28-C
WILL KEEP babies or small ment, $90.00 per month plus ford, and a niece and nephew,
dition. Phone 753-2527.
hardtop with factory air and children
in my home by the day utilities. Phone Jack Ward 753WHEAT STRAW. Phone 489power Real nice. 1967 Chrysor week. Call 753-3609. M-2-C 9135 or 753-4478.
1964 OPEL Station Wagon. ler
114-C
'0 DATSUN 4-Door Sedan. White, blue interior. Radio,
2971 after 5:00 p. M.
New Yorker, four door
F-25-C
Building safety
Phone 753-2809 after 8:00 p. m.
heater, whitewalls. New car trade-in, Murray car.
hardtop with factory air and CAREFUL
and
dependable BUILDING, one-half block from
OSAKA, Japan (UPI)-All
MODEL 242E, CASE 2-row corn
F-354 power
and
vinyl roof. Cain and child care service. Infants thro- court square, approximately
• DATSUN Wagon. Maroon, black interior, radio, heatdrill with 3-point hitch and 7
pavilions
at Expo 70 had to meet
MUST SELL, 1964 Ford Thun- Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of ugh ages five. Mrs. BOOM law 4000 mg. E. Phone 733-1759.
sets of seed plates. In good
er, whitewalls. New car trade-in. Paris, Tenn., car.
Japanese government specifica6th and Main.
ory,
753-2630.
phone
II
-2-C
7-26-P
7-27-C
working condition. See Preston
derbird, 64,000 miles, new tires,
tions for being earthquake-proof
'0 DATSUN 2000 Sportscar Convertible. Yellow. New
new battery, $700.00. Phone leaf
Perry, Hazel, Ky., or call 492WILL DO SEWING and alters- SMALL TRAILER for one or and typhoon-proof Japan has
-VOLKSWAGEN
with
faccar trade-in. Murray car.
436-5331.
M-S-C tory air.
8728 after 5:00 o'clock. 7-26-P
Local car. 1965 Chev- tions. Also will baby sit at two people. $40.00 per month. about 100 measurable earthquakes a year, few of them
'61 TRIUMPH Spitfire Convertible. White, new Urea.
1960 FORD, V-8 Automatic. rolet Impala four door sedan night. Phone 753-6808. 7-26-C Telephone 489-3823.
8' a 36' RICHARDSON mobile
Call 492-8747 before 9 p. in. with factory air and all power. WILL DO carpenter work, home 'ITTEL:EIDROOM house, 304 serious. Typhoons can hit any
Sharp! Paducah car.
home, fully carpeted, furnish7-26-P Cain and Taylor Gulf Station. remodeling and repair, block North- 7th Street. PolooelliOS time from mid-August on.
ed. Phone 753-8835.
Corner of 8th and Main. 7-27-C
laying, concrete wort. Phone
eediately. $65.00 per month.
ace
1969 IMPALA four door hardONE POLAROID 210 camera
753-1503.
7-28-C
top, V-8 turbo hydrsmatic. 1965 MUSTANG Fastback, 2119 436-5534.
with accessories. Cheap. Phone
Imperial guests
'IPower steering, factory air, 15/ motor, automatic tzensmisaion WEEKLY or monthly cleaning EFFJ.CLENCY apartment across
753.6253.
3-26-C
OSAKA, Japan (UPI)-Expo
000 miles, one owner, new car with power steering. 1965 Fal- service, Home or office. Phone street from campus for two
810 Sycamore Street
Murray, Kentucky
70 will be open to the public
trade in. Gold with black vinyl con 8 cylinder, automatic. Cain 753-8199.
PltAOTICALLY NEW Gold King
students.
male
Available
March
7-27-P
- OPEN TILL 6:30 WEEKDAYS March 15. Opening ceremonies
top, gold cloth interior, $2975.- and Tsylof Gulf Station. Cornsine bed spread, $15.00. 24' a 36'
1st. Phone 753-4342.
3-23C
will be held March 14, with
00. Dwain Tayor Chevrolet, Inc., er of 6th and Main.
bullitin board, $2.00 Phone 753747-C Complete Small Engine lapel.
GardenTillers, lawn mowers, TWO-BEDROOM trailer for Japanese Emperor Hirohito and
South 12th Street. Phone 71$- 1965
8157.
VOLKSWAGEN,
local
ear. chain saws. Authorised Briggs Tent Hales Trailer Court, $45.00 Empress Nagako as guests of
E117.
7,2114 Good mechanical
condition. 1964
FISHING BOAT, motor, trailer,
Stratton dealer. Authorised per month. Phone 489-3521.
honor. •
UAL
ESTATE
Pontiac
FOR
SAL*
Bonneville
GOOD CLEAN 1965 Dodge pickfour door
camping tint plus camping
Power Products dealer.
hardtop
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factory air and all ueray Supply Co.,
upWhite, broad bed, six-cylinder,
equipment. Call 402-8790 after FOUR-BEDROOM green stained
308 East
straight shift. No need for It power. Local car. Cain and Tay6 p. in.
7-26-C Atrium house. Central heat and
Phone 753-3361.
II-1TC
lor
Gulf Station. Corner of fith
Priced
right.
Baxter
Bilbrey,
and Main.
MAPLE FINISH bunk beds with air, carpeted, family room, two
753-5617
or
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747-C
after
500
oaths, double garage, fireplace.
HSI" WANTED
mattress and Meer& Call 753
p.m.
7-36C 1984 BUICK Wfidest
Urge court yard, city school
four !Dor
Met
726-7 district. Phone
753-7908. TIC
1967 FORD Fairtane XL, two sedan with power steering and WANTED: Experienced waitRED MOPED. Reasonably pricdoor hardtop, 390 automatic, brakes. 1984 Buick LaSabre four ress for part time wort, approximately 30 hours per week.
ed. Phone 753-3040.
7-26-NC
power
steering, power disc door sedan, power steering and
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Mr
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mag
USED REFRIGERATOR. Rees- brick homes in Murray. All
TO THE POORHOUSE"
PALMA, Ky., Feb. 25 - Marshall County authorities and.
wheels. Phone 753-1547. M-2-P Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of to furnish good references. No
on.ably priced. Dunn's TV & Ap- have central heat and air, carphone calls. Apply in person members of the state police today continued their investigation
6th and Main.
7-27-C to Colonial
pliance, 118 South 12th Street. peting, dorm doors and winCARROLL VOLKSWAGEN
1966 CHEVROLET Impala SuHowie Smorgasbord. into the death here Tuesday of a Michigan woman.
Phone 753-3037.
per Sport, V-8, automatic. Ex7-36-C dows, ceramic baths, kitchen
F47-C
Mrs. George Reed, 41, former y of Dearborn Heights, Mich.,
Ky.
Murray,
Chestnut
10
built-ins, utility room, carport
cellent condition. Price reason- 1963 CHEVROLET Super Sport,
was dead on arrival at the Benton Municipal Hospital shortly
1951 FORD tractor. 135 Massey- and
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outside storage. Priced
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Co., Industrial Road, Murray.
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7-27-C
to the patio, utility room furn$100,000 and up. For ioterview
and shoes. Phone 753-6392.
Mrs. Reed was Mrs. Laura Mae Travel spending by Americans in
write
Linda
Emerson,
702
F-27-C ished with washer and dryer,
Mee
NOTICS
NOTICE
1966 BUICK Riviera. Air condi dowlane,
Burden, 1246 Vassuer Ave., Pa- 1968 amounted to $37 billion,
attic storage, carport. All of
Murray, Ky.
213-C
tioner, power steering and brak
of which $32 billion was spent
ducah.
1968 MODEL 116 Ferguson the little extras have been ines. White with black interior DAY WAITRESS wanted. Apply
tractor. Has multi-power and cluded in the design of this
Authorities said Mrs. Bunko, in the United States and $4.7
$2496.00. Parker Ford, Inc In person University Inn, North an aunt of Mrs. Reed's husband, billion on foreign travel,
power steering. Only used 200 home. Call us for an appointShop
Corner of 7th and Main. Phone llIth Street.
hours. Phone 753-3405 or 753- ment
. the American
7-35-C was unconscious when found. according to
728-C
753-6273.
4496.
F-27-C
Association.
At The
WANT'ED: Experienced cooks She had not regained COFISCIOUIO Automobile
WE HAVE two economy priced
AKC REGISTERED Dachshund frame homes near Murray.
and waitresses. Top pay, steady ness early today, and her condiOne
1962 VOLKSWAGEN, radio, work.
tion was listed as serious at New liner
puppies, $35.00. Phone Benton, Is located in Almo and the other
Unemployment ineurengreen paint, nice clean car, on- ce. Apply
OSLO (UPI) - A new
Benton Municipal Hospital.
527-7433.
in
M-3-C is near the New Hope Baptist
person from 11:00
Hospital officials said today 25,000-ton cruiseliner has been
ly $495.00. Parker Ford, Inc., a. in. to 6:00
p. in. at Kentucky
South 12th Street
ANTIQUE WALNUT bed, re- Church. Both are good substancorner of 7th and Main. Phone
ordered by the Norwegian
Lake Lodge Restaurant, Aurora
finished. Also antique goose tial homes.
753-5273.
7-28-C
America Line from a
7-38-C
neck rocking chair, completely
she was responding to treat- shipbuilding firm in Newcastle,
IN
HAZEL,
3
-bedroom
frame
refinished. Phone 753-8150 or
England.
BRIGHTEN UP those winter ment.
1967 RANGER pick-up, long days!
see Wimpy Jones at the Court home on Gilbert Street. Has an
The liner, which it is
Meet friendly people Wilkins
Ronnie
trooper
State
attached 1-bedroom garage awide bed. V-8 engine, radio,
House. .
7-27-C
serve them Avon's guaranteed said preliminary indications estimated will cost $31 million,
partment, 15' a 300 lot.
white wall toes, two tone, blue
and white, $1405.00. Parker cosmetics-elsoose your hours. were Mrs. Reed died of asphyxi- will be a sister ship to the
1969 ALPINE camping trailer.
Call now, Mrs. Evelyn L. Brown, ation.
company's flagship Saganord. It
30 ACRES good producing farmFord, Inc., Corner of 7th and
Like new, sleeps six. Will fiHe added, an autopsy was per- will be delivered in 1972.
Main. Phone 7534273. 7-28-C Avon Mgr. Phone 965-3363,
land about 4 miles west of Murnance. Phone 7534129. M-3-P
Shady Grove Rood, Marion, Ken- formed today to determine the
ray. Has one stock pond and
tucky 42064.
H-F-221-C exact cause of death. Results of Cannon draws tourists
6
corn
acre
base.
Near
blackGOOD USED automatic washer
1963 ECONOLINE Van, 6-cylinVOLCANA, Calif. (UPI) the autopsy are not expected
road.
top
and dryer, refrigerator, and
der, standard transmission. Side
for at least two days, he said. This town in the Mother Lode
range. All electric. Phone 753windows.
White fine
doors with
SPECIAL PREGAME MENU IN THE
Wilkins said Mrs. Reed and country of the Sierra Nevada
=3 after 2:00 p. in.
F-27-P A GOOD cattle farm: 92 acres
ish. $505.00. Parker Ford, Inc., Expo replaced bamboo
near New Providence, on blackher husband had moved to Pal- once was a roaring Gold Rush
OSAKA, Japan ((PI)-The ma to operate a service sta- camp which boasted 17 hotets,
corner of 7th and Main. Phone
LUXURIOUS RED ROOM
FOUR TIRES, 8 a 14 a 5 Nylon top, with four room house. This
753-5273.
7-28-C site of Expo 70 is II) , miles_ tion. Her husband had returned 35 saloons and three
tubeless, 10-ply, New, $100.00 farm I. well fenced with woven
breweries.
Serving from 5:10 p.m.
northeast of Osaka in an area to Michigan to move the re- It also was the
Call 436-5696 after 7 p.
wire and has lots of water for
site of the first
called
Senri
which
was
devoted
7-28-C stock.
mainder of their goods to Ken- little theater group in California.
CALL FOR RESERVATIONS
NOTICE
to commercial bamboo growing tucky, and tried unsuccessfully
Its most popular tourist
GUITAR. Phone 4364847.
108 ACRES on Ky. 614. This
t27c
until two years ago. The Osaka to contact his wife by telephone attraction
411MINNimmisir
today is Big Abe, a
pone
7-2SC property Is located within a few
provincial government bought early Tuesday. He bec a me Civil War
'cannon smuggled into
New Shipment Just Arrivedil out bamboo farmers
minutes drive from Murray, yet
at
a
price
alarmed and contacted his town to keep some rebels from
HAY. 300 bales, 754 a bale. the terrain and the
NOTICE
AUCTION SALE
We ere running A
large woodof $70 million.
brother, asking him to check on taking over the gold fields.
R. B. Morgan, Stella, Kentucky. ed portion makes
it possible to 1970 CALENDAR Desk Stands AUCTION Sale, Saturday, Feb- "SAVE YOU MONEY SALE"
Phone 489-2332.
7-28-C "get away from it all". Priced
and refills are now available at ruary 28, 10:00 a. in. at the Heavy Shag, $3.95 sq. yd.
$125 per acre.
the Ledger & Times Office Sup Bud Stroud home at 702 West Candy Stripe, HI density rubBALDWIN PIANOS and organs
ber back, $2.99 sq. yd.
ply store.
DEC Main. Will sell automatic wash157
ACRES
located
3 miles N
Heavy Cut Pile, while it last
-buy or rent 1 used Balwie
er,
refrigerator,
electric
stove,
E.
of
Murray on Van Cleve
$3.95 sq yd
grand piano, 1 used Spinet pielectric heaters, two televisions,
Our Bost pattern design carano, 1 used Baldwin organ. Lo- Road. Approximately 110 acres SIGN UP now for organ or gut- end tables,
living
room
suite,
nardo
Plano
Company ..cleared and well maintained. tar lessons. Commercial or nice
pet, $3.95 sq. yd.
bedroom suites, lamps,
across from past edam .. This is the property known as rock. You don't have to own desks,
Other Pattern design carpet,
cookware, dishes. Lots
an instrument. Phone 753.7575.
the Ed Rogers Farm.
Paris, Tannessen
$2.99 sq. yd.
Leach's Music Cotter.
F-ZI-C of antiques. Four dining room
13.1TC
Hundreds of Yards to
suites, cherry bedroom suite,
WE HAVE JUST STARTED conChoose From
limps, china, cabinet with round
struction on three more 3-bedThrow Rugs-bound edges.
DON'T merely brighten carpets room brick homes in Lynnwood ELECTROLUX SALES & Sen glass doors, dresser, chairs,
Also, cut off pieces, bath
Blue Lustre them. . .no ra- Estates. If you are interested vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C. chest glassware, trunks, spool
room pieces.
pid moiling. Rent shempooer in a good home and a top value, M. Sanders. Phone 382-3932 cabinet vases. Lots of other
PASCHALL DISCOUNT
Items too numerous to mention.
;1. Western Auto, Home of we can assist you in securing Lynnville, Kentucky.
Hazel, Ky.
March-28-C Terry Shoemaker,
7-211-C a 6 1/4% loan with no escalat"The Wishing Well".
auctioneer.
nem, 4,24733
rjorie Shroat Huie, adminisor clause, and terms up to 301
NEW Garden Tiller, 5 HP. Call
F-26-P
I AM NOT responsible for any tratrix of the estate of Duel
years.
7•28-P
753-4379.
debts other than
my own. Stroud
F-27-C
HAY FOR SALE. See Mrs. Min- TO BUY ...see us! TO SELL... Signed: T. L Winchester.
F-25-7
Me Bosoms or phone 753-1965. list with us!
NOTICE
NOTICE
F.28-C
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Probe Continuing_
In Marshall Death •

•

nom

The Coffee

HOLIDAY INN

Will Remain Open
Until 11:00 p.m.
Saturday

For the convenience of the
Murray-Western Ball Fans

Willy Wont

says...

'LIT MIDO rut
SMOUTING"

MATCHED PAIR male English
Setter pups, four months old,
;75.00 pair. Phone 753-7585.
7-28-P
RED MOPED, prim, $25.00.
Phone753-3040.
7-28-NC
recliner
chair,
3-POSITION
beige, neugabide, good shape
$15.00. 3 boys spring sport
coats, like new, size 8, $2 each.
Call 753-7820 after after 5 p.
F-28-NC
LOST & POUND
LOST: Drifted from Snipe
Creek, a redwood boat dock
Has two styrafoam muskrai
proof blocks under it. Reward
125 00. Call Isabelle or Floyd
Griffin collect at Mayfield. Ky,

FULTON YOUNG REALTY, 4th
& Maple, Phone 753-7333.
Home phones: Fulton Young,
753-4e46; Ishmael Stinson, 7531534.
F-27-C

WILL THE PERSON who hit
a blue 1968 Chrysler while parked on Clinic parking lot on
Monday, February 23, 1970,
from 10 a. in. to one p. an,
please call me at 753-5397 or
435-4501 and avoid embarrassFOUR-BEDROOM home, living ment of being arrested. Joe Pat
room, dining room, carpeted, Winchester.
family room, fireplace and full
ferment on Si acre city lot,
$30,000.00. Phone 753-6073.
ASSUME PAYMENTS of $11.00
M-3-C per month en console maple
color TV at Leach's Music &
NEAR CITY LIMITS of Murray TV. Phone 753-7575, Dixieland
F-27-C
on blacktop highway. Will sell Shopping Center.
1 or 2 acre beautiful wooded
NANCY ADAMS is now employhoznesite with large frame
ed at the Personality Beauty
house with immediate possesSalon as a full time beauty opsion. Ideal for remodeling and
erator. She invites her molly
price is reasonable. Claude L.
friends to phone 753-53161 for
Miller, Realtor, phones 753-5084,
an appointment
F-27-C
or 753-3050.
F-28-C
:•••=1•••••••••,•••••=1:11••91611,--

THE MERCHANTS CREDIT
ASSOCIATION
Will Have A Coffee Meeting
Thursday Night, February 26th
at 7:00 o'clock p.m.
at the
SOUTHSIDE RESTAURANT
All Members Are Urged To
Attend This Meeting
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— State May
Get Nuclear
Energy Plant
By Barney Stanley
Dept. of Commerce

1

_

•
•

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Kentucky
has been selected as one ofthree,
possible sites for an advanced
nuclear energy-production complex under a new research program of the Southern Interstate
Nuclear Board, Commerce Gm
mmissioneir Paul W. Grubbs, says.
Grubbs recently was appolotp
ed by Gov. Louie B. Nunn to
the board of the 17-state compact
A nuclear complex called NUPLEX has conventionally been considered an operation which has
many processes utilizing nuclear
heat, one of which is for desalting
Irrigation waters in arid sectors.
In Kentucky, it is planned to
gas or liquid for the desalination
step.
Coal refined into a gas or Uquid can be used as fuel for
dars and trucks. When refined,
it is made more efficient as a
fuel, and gives off less hydrocarbons and other atmospheric
pollutants, Grubbs said.
"We are excited about the project, primarily because of the
strong economic base that would
be established in an underdeveloped area of Kentucky,
"The total effect would be to
utilize coal to its maximum value increase its usage, prorble
equivalent natural gas substitutes now in short demand, resolve
many major water pollution probiems, manufacture agricultural
fertilizer and generate electricity with no air pollution."
Evaluations to determine the
exact size, will be started by a
team of research consultants.
Other arms to be evaluated are
Atlantic Coast and Gulf Coast
locations
Grubbs met with Wyatt Rogers of Atlanta, associate director of the Southern Interstate
Nuclear Board, Dr. H. C. Ernst,
Louisville alternate Kentucky
representative to the Southern
Interstate Nuclear Board, and
Gene Plock, Louisville, Commerce Department science advisor, to discuss the state's participation in the project.
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Model SV-I
• Features power-ed brush
and vacuum, which does
the work of a carpet
sweeper, broom, dust
mop, and light duty vacuum, cleaner.
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SWIVEL TOP
CANISTER

• Has convenient reusable
bogs - no messy dirt to
handle.
• Lightweight - only 10 lbs.easy to use and store.
Compare at 39.68
• All steel construction-built
to last
• Famous GE "Swivel-top"
• Large carrying hancile
• Toe-touch on-off power
switch
• Wrap-around vinyl
bumper
• Swivel-tracking caster
• Front hose connection

• Swivel 'top • rotates a full
circle to help you cheer,
Auromatic Cord Reel-cord
rewinds automatically at
a toe's touch.
• 3 Tracking Casters
roll
the decreer smoothly behind you as you clean.
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James D. Ausenbaugh, state
editor of The Louisville CourierJournal , will be the principal
speaker at the annual Murray
State University KEA Breakfast
April 17, Mancil Vinson, alumni
director at the University, has
announced.
FLOATING BRUSHES
follow
More than 300 alumni, faculty
the contour of your carpel and
members, students and friends
for this reason, are portico for
low pile, high pie and sculpof the University are expected
tured carpets.
to attend the breakfast, scheduled for 8 a.m. in the Mirror
Room of the Kentucky Hotel in
Louisville to climax the University's activities during the annual convention of the Kentucky
Education Association.
A native of Dawson Springs,
Ausenbaugh has been in the newspaper business for 18 years.
He joined the Courier-Journal as
OE TIP DOWN CLEANING .. into
a copy editor in 1954 after two
every Met. Shetland's nylon
years with The Evansville (Ind.)
brushes carry the foam down
and haat,the dirt to the surface
Press.
His service with the paper
has been continuous since then,
except for two years as a copy
editor with The Stars and Stripes
'10
In Germany.
In August, 1965, Ausenbaugh
returned to Louisville as an assistant city editor. He was named
city editor of The Courier-Journal in 1968, and was appointed
-to his current position in April,
.4
POWERFUL RUT GENTLE .
1968.
and is perlottly safe for Al
types Of Carpets, Act thalis
Tickets for the breakfast, Vitosied sues ropli NEW &ism
nson said, are $2.00 each and
reservations can be made by
writing his office at the University. They also will be on
sale at the University's booth
in the lobby of the Kentucky
By Shetland
Hotel from 9 a.m. Wednesday,
•
The
Shetland
Shampooer is equipped
April 15, throughout the coowith a powerful one speed motor.
vention.
• Big 120 oz dispenser.
•
The shampooer is equipped with one
Mutual fund growth
pair of snap-on, long-lasting, nylon
fi bar brushes.
. NEW YORK (UP11 — Mutual
hand meta increase by nearly
400 per cent -Turing the past
decade, according to
Illimenherger Financial Services,
reporter on the mutual
fund i &nary. With assets
sowing from 1113 billion in r960
to mow Utah $SO billion today,
mutual Nada hive had the
fattest growth rate or any Major
im"meet ,inediam hi the past
decade.
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BLENDER
4-speeds. 56 en Co,
wine', Removable In.
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Stainless Steel Modes
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Light,
Cord
Pilot
Storage Great for
crushing ice.
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Cannister Cleaner
• Has 7-piece accessory assortment: Carpet and

(Ca

Floor Nozzle, Crevice Tool, Dusting Brush,
Upholstery Nozzle, Long-Life Hose, 2 Wands.
• All metal body with 1 H.P. Motor.
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